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This thesis arises from the awareness that there are opportunities for the implementation of flexible design in the process of activating public
green spaces. Flexible design and the configuration of public green spaces in cities are increasingly important as urban areas and their human
population continue to expand. With the rapid population growth seen over the past few decades, the pressure on cities has increased and
will continue to do so. Coupled with growing uncertainty regarding income, housing and work, humans should adapt to a flexible lifestyle in
order to cope with these conditions.
Public green spaces, especially in ‘garden cities’ are meant to offer an escape from the busy urban life and provide a space of excitement as
well as relaxation. When such spaces become neglected and suffer from degradation, bad maintenance and a general lack of programming,
opportunities arise for new ways of activating such spaces. During an initial literature review, it was established that there appears to be a
rise in popularity regarding the topic of flexible design and temporary urbanism, however, it was also noted that there is still a gap between
theory and application.
That is why this thesis was conducted, to bridge this gap and provide the first replicable toolbox for activating public green spaces through
flexible design. Through an extensive literature review and learning from three cases in a best practice study, an initial toolbox was created.
This initial toolbox formed the foundation for rules and tools for the flexible design and activation of public green spaces.

03 October 2022

The toolbox was tested on the public green space Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord, located in IJsselmonde, Rotterdam. This site was chosen as it
represents a neglected and struggling public green space, coupled with difficult conditions regarding activation. Through a design process
that involved concept model development and expert judgement-workshops the toolbox was refined. Combined with the conditions that
were identified through a (spatial) analysis of the chosen site and the refined toolbox, the main design was made for the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord. This design demonstrates that the toolbox can be used to activate public green spaces through flexible design and therefore provides a starting point for future research on this topic.

All rights reserved. Nothing from this publication is allowed to be
used without permission of the author or the Wageningen UR Landscape Architecture Chairgroup. This publication is written as a final
master thesis report for the chairgroup of landscape architecture at
Wageningen University.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Failing public green spaces
Public green spaces are supposedly the trump card of the Garden
City movement, where young and old can get away from the busy
city. However, issues arise when these spaces are suffering from neglect, poor programming, mistrust, and an overall lack of users and
activation.
The garden city of IJsselmonde and its green spaces are experiencing this fate. Nonetheless, the intention of lead designer Peter van
Drimmelen was to make a robust garden city with beautiful and wild
public green spaces. Nowadays these green areas are a far cry from
his vision. An integral part of the spatial configuration of IJsselmonde
are the so-called ‘green wedges’ that divide neighborhoods. These
areas were supposed to offer a pleasant and versatile green spaces
for all ages to enjoy. However, due to circumstances surrounding
budget, negligence, urban oil drilling and poor management, these
green spaces never lived up to their potential. This has also led to
increasing mistrust towards the municipality and resulted in an increasing divide between locals and public officials.
The failing public green spaces of IJsselmonde offer a challenge
for landscape architects to research new ways of activating public
green spaces, renewing their function and user base.

1.2 Uncertainty
At the time of writing, the world is permeated with elements of
uncertainty and instability. Is dealing with one of the largest global
health crises in recent memory (figure 1), there is economic instability, war rages in eastern Europe (figure 2), people are displaced
from their homes (figure 3) and there is a rapid growth of the world
population living in urbanized areas.
The movement of people towards urban environments in search of
opportunity has been witnessed throughout human history. However, this trend has accelerated rapidly the last decades/ since modern
ages / since industrialization,). In 2018, 55% of the world’s population was living in urban areas. This number is expected to increase
to 68% by 2050 (United Nations, 2019). The Netherlands shares the
same worldwide urbanization trend since the 1950s. However, the
Dutch numbers are higher than the global average, 74% of the Dutch
residents live in urbanized areas (PBL, 2014).
The increasing pressure on cities, along with other factors mentioned above is leading to increasing uncertainty and shifting trust
towards public officials. This trend is acknowledged by Polish sociologist Zygmunt Bauman, who argues that in the last 50 years we have
moved from a ‘solid modernity’ state, striving for a fully rationalized
4
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Figure 1. Almost three years of Covid-19 caused a lot of uncertainty worldwide
(van Lent, 2022).

Figure 2. The effects of the recent pandemic and war in Ukraine can be felt worldwide (de Groot & Koopman, 2022).

Figure 3. In 80 days a lot can change (Adams & Bachega, 2022)

world, to a ‘liquid modernity’ state. Liquid modernity is characterized by uncertainty, continuous risk and shifting trust (Bishop &
Williams, 2012 p.12). In contemporary times such fragmented and
uncertain lives require individuals to be flexible and adaptable, to
be constantly ready and willing to change tactics at short notice in
order to pursue opportunities according to their current availability
(Bishop & Williams, 2012 p.12).

1.3 The Growing Need for Flexible Spaces
Flexible spaces, a topic that has seen a surge in popularity over the
past two decades. According to Carr & Dionisio (2017, p.3), flexible
spaces are intented to offer reconfigurable, rotating, non-permanent, non-exclusive forms of land use that enable a broad range of
spatial experiments.
Topics regarding temporary uses and flexible configurations in urban environments appear to be valuable options to consider when
faced with the increasing uncertainty of our time. Other authors
(Bishop & Williams, 2012; Bragaglia & Rossignolo, 2021; Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Franck & Stevens, 2006; Lydon & Garcia, 2015; Silva,
2016), besides Bauman, have made valuable contributions to the
topic of flexibility and temporary uses, resulting in a variety of concepts. Concepts such as tactical urbanism (Lydon & Garcia, 2015;
Silva, 2016), loose spaces (Franck & Stevens, 2006), flexible spaces (Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Ivers, 2018) and pop-up design (Bishop
& Williams, 2012) are only a few examples. These topics are also
becoming more and more relevant within the realm of landscape
architecture. Particularly for landscape architects that work in urban
environments as we try to find new ways of dealing with uncertainty
and learning to become flexible.

1.4 Problem Statement
The green ‘wedges’ of IJsselmonde, Rotterdam, were originally intended to be some of the most iconic and important public green
spaces of IJsselmonde. However, these wedges are currently suffering from a lack of quality, programming, budget, maintenance, and
users (Gemeente Rotterdam Stadsontwikkeling, 2019; Teunissen,
2019). These problems are leading to further issues such as disuse
and degradation and possible manifestations of ‘broken window
syndrome’ (e.g. graffiti, vandalism and a general feeling of unsafety)
(Dempsey & Burton, 2012). These issues have led the municipality
of Rotterdam down the path of wanting to restore and re-imagine
the important green wedges of IJsselmonde (Gemeente Rotterdam Stadsontwikkeling, 2019; Teunissen, 2019). For this process
the municipality aims to find ways of activating and connecting the
green wedges to their bordering neighborhoods, hereby changing
the original intention of neighborhood dividing green spaces, into

neighborhood connecting green spaces (Gemeente Rotterdam Stadsontwikkeling, 2019; Teunissen, 2019).

1.5 Study Area
Because IJsselmonde was originally meant to take on certain qualities of the ‘garden city’ as put forward by Howard in 1902, public
green spaces were intended to play an important role in the day-today life of inhabitants (Zweerink & Hage, 2005). Public green spaces
had to be healthy environments for children to play and grow up
and form a ‘wedge’ between neighborhoods, separating them (Feddes, 2012; Howard, 1902; Mens, 2020; Zweerink & Hage, 2005).
Most of these ideas never lived up to their intended potential.
Roadblocks impeded the van Drimmelen’s intended design and
caused some major changes to its actualization. These factors influenced the current state of the green wedges in IJsselmonde (Zweerink & Hage, 2005). Currently, the municipality of Rotterdam wants to
renew the green wedges and partially reinstate their intended purpose. This time, however, the goal is not to have these green wedges
separate the neighborhoods but to connect them in the hope that
these public green spaces will be more actively used by the local
community (Gemeente Rotterdam Stadsontwikkeling, 2019).

1.6 Case Area
The area in question for this thesis will be the public green space
between Hordijkerveld and Reyeroord in IJsselmonde (figure 4). This
area is considered to be the largest of the ‘wedges’ in IJsselmonde
and there is a wish from both the municipality as well the inhabitants for a redesign of the space (Stichting Tussentuin, 2020). In its
current state, there is much left to be desired. For this reason the
local community has launched complaints about the current condition of the green space. These include issues such as a lack of a
programme, the need for maintenance, a feeling of unsafety, and
other complaints in regard to the current state of the area (Stichting
Tussentuin, 2020). From the municipality, there has also been cause
for concern as there are societal issues on the rise such as obesity,
the aging demographic, and a growing discrepancy in social cohesion (Gemeente Rotterdam Stadsontwikkeling, 2019). So change is
needed from both the municipality as well as the citizens.

Zevenbergsedijkje

Figure 4. ‘De Grote Groenscheg’ case area for this thesis (adapted from Martens,
2018)

The public green space between Hordijkerveld and Reyeroord has
the potential to become a valuable addition to the reinvigoration
of green spaces in IJsselmonde and enhance the connectivity of the
neighborhoods and the city center.
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1.7 Knowledge Gap
Research on flexible spaces and tactical urbanism is becoming increasingly popular. It has been noted however that regardless of
it popularity, the knowledge remains mostly theoretical. Practical
application is not as widespread, especially in (western) European
countries, such as the Netherlands. Knowledge on these topics also
appears to be limited to be applied to public spaces, whereas public
green spaces are barely discussed.
Even though landscape architects and urban planners are successfully working on redesigning of public spaces, there is limited research on how to activate public green spaces through flexible design. Let alone comprehensive volumes bundling together relevant
knowledge for the planning and design industry. Often designers
search for relevant cases or precedent example. These are however
often specific to their location and design brief and it can be complex to apply these to new assignments with their own parameters.
Here, the potential of generating design guidelines arises, since they
provide principles or strategies rather than one specific solution
(Prominski 2017). That is why this thesis aims to provide a valuable
contribution to the field by producing a replicable toolbox and ‘rules
of the game’ for such a space. The toolbox should offer a starting
point for further research into the subject of activating public green
spaces through the implementation of flexible spaces and tactical
urbanism.

1.8 Research Objective and Questions
Objective

Which spatial interventions and accompanying ‘rules of the game’
can contribute towards the activation of the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord?

2. Methods

This chapter will touch upon each method used for answering the
research and design questions put forward in this thesis. Figure 5
shows a flowchart of how the questions relate to each other and
answer the main research question.
The overall methodological structure was divided in two parts; Research For Design (RFD) and Research Through Design (RTD) (Lenzholzer et al., 2013). All research questions are considered to be part
of RFD. The design question is considered to be RTD, in which the
designing activity is employed as a research method (Lenzholzer et
al., 2013). Through this methodological structure, new knowledge,
applicable by other landscape architects/designers in further research, can be generated.

Research Question 1
The first research question concerns the gathering of information
on the theoretical concepts and the project location through a literature review, secondary source analysis, consulting experts and a
best practice study.
Output: Preliminary toolbox and ‘rules of the game’ for activation
through flexible design based on the theoretical framework.

Main research Question

Literature review:

How can landscape architecture contribute towards the activation
of the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord through the use of
flexible spaces and tactical urbanism strategies?

The literature review is based on a selection of scientific peer-reviewed articles and other non-scientific sources, conducted through
searches in Google Scholar, Scopus, and the physical library of the
WUR. The sampling of papers was done according to the systematic
review sampling process, starting off with a set of key words: tactical
urbanism, flexible spaces, and public spaces (van den Brink et al.,
2016). A snowball technique was applied throughout the process by
looking for other articles by the same author or searching keywords
that are often referenced in found articles. Documents that were
related to the findings were also consulted to make sure the best
articles are used. The studies had to meet the following criteria to

- What are known spatial interventions and strategies that are inspired by flexible spaces and tactical urbanism?
- Which present and potential groups represent the activators, users
and administrators for the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord?

6

Design Question

This thesis wants to research how landscape architecture can contribute towards the activation of the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord through the use of flexible spaces and tactical urbanism
strategies.

Research Questions
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- What are the conditions for each of these groups to participate in
the process of activation for the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord?

be included in the literature review (Kumar, 2019):
-

Highly cited
The findings can be generalized to other situations
Within the subject area of environmental sciences, social sciences, or landscape architecture
Not outdated (except for when the literature is very heavily
cited).

Second source analysis:
For this thesis, most data was collected through the method of secondary data analysis. This was because of the relative short amount
of time for data collection/generation and the amount of existing
data on the subject area generated by the municipality of Rotterdam and other parties.
Expert consultation:
A professor from the cultural geography chair group of the WUR,
prof. dr. E.H Huijbens was asked to consult on this topic. Prof. dr. E.H
Huijbens is an expert in the field of cultural geography and was consulted for his knowledge in regards to the potential workings and
‘rules of the game’ for flexible spaces.
Best practice study:
In this phase, three Dutch best practice cases on flexible design were
reviewed systematically. This step was necessary in order to see if
the results from the literature review, these being theoretical, were
reflected in practical cases. The following three Dutch cases were
studied:
- Spoorpark Tilburg
- Buurthaven, Amsterdam
- Raum, Utrecht
The following analytical framework was used to review the cases:
-

Public use and activity: Addressing the permeability, legibility, activities, and the possibility for unscheduled use of a site.
Facilitating flexibility: Addressing the reconfigurability, versatility, and the presence of fixed and flexible elements on
a site.
Organization and management: Addressing how the chosen
projects approach the organization and management of the
site for events and daily use.

Research Question 2
This research question was answered through second source analysis, local expert consultation, and stakeholder mapping.
Output: Site-specific inventory analysis of present and potential activators, users, and administrators in the area.
Second source analysis:
For the selected case area of Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord there are already numerous governmental and non-governmental publications.
These offered secondary data that was studied for the stakeholder
analysis.
Local expert consultation:
Local experts from the municipality of Rotterdam were asked for
consultation in regard to the stakeholder analysis. Two experts from
the municipality were interviewed in a semi-structured interview:
-

-

Ilona van der Laan, neighborhood networker Reyeroord:
Ilona has been working for 21 years with the municipality
of Rotterdam and has been a neighborhood networker for
Reyeroord since 2018. Her being a local to IJsselmonde,
combined with years of experience resulted in a very well-informed source of information.
Daan Vermeer, project manager Reyeroord: Daan has been
working for the municipality of Rotterdam for three years
and is a project manager in Reyeroord. He is in close contact
with locals and acts as a bridge between the municipality
and inhabitants.

Stakeholder mapping:
By stakeholder mapping the area of Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord, the
present and potential activators, users, and administrators became
apparent for the site. This mapping was done through the aforementioned interviews and online data gathering.

Research Question 3
This research question was answered through local expert consultation.
Output: Overview conditions for activation of Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord
Local expert consultation

Results from the previous research questions were used to conduct
a further analysis regarding the conditions for activation. By consult-

ing experts from the municipality of Rotterdam, local conditions for
successful participation were established. The same interviews as
conducted during RQ2 were used.

Design Question
Output: A refined toolbox and the main design for activating
green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord through flexible design.
The previous three research questions served as a foundation for
answering the design question, these resulted in a preliminary toolbox that was tested during this phase.
In order to test the toolbox the following design process was performed:
1.

Results from research questions were synthesized into a
preliminary toolbox for flexible design.
2. The preliminary toolbox was used to create two concept
models of activation through flexible design.
3. Concept models were tested through the process of expert
judgement. Expert judgement was conducted through three
workshops, with three experts from the municipality:
- Ilona van der Laan
- Daan Vermeer
- Jelmer Boersma: Jelmer has been working for the municipality of Rotterdam for 3 years and is a landscape designer
for IJsselmonde. He has previously designed for the green
wedges of IJsselmonde and thus his expertise on this subject
was valuable.

design. These strategies and design principles are the
identified elements from the literature study. Afterward the
same question was asked but this time in regards to how
well they thought certain tools and rules were represented
in the concept design. These tools and rules being form the
initial toolbox.
After having filled in all the forms the experts were asked to
leave comments and feedback on the concept designs utilizing a (digital) post-it system. By color coding these postits red (being a bad idea), yellow (general remark) or green
(a good idea) experts were able to provide direct and useful
feedback on the concept designs.
4. The results of workshops were used to further refine ‘preliminary toolbox’ to ‘refined toolbox’.
5. The refined toolbox and the results from workshops and interviews were used to create a main design for the case area.

The workshops were set up via the Miro website, an online tool that can be used to create easily accessible digital
whiteboards. At the start of the workshops, the experts
were first introduced to the research that was being conducted through a brief explanation of the research goal and
background. After this, the process of the workshop session was explained to the experts. The first step consisted
of was the introduction to one of the concept designs and
the explanation of the model, the goal and the criteria that
were involved in creating this concept design. During this
explanation, experts were asked to follow along with the
map and shown reference pictures on the second version of
the map.
After this, the experts were asked to give their reactions
to the concept design by filling in an interactive form with
questions regarding how well they thought certain design
principles and strategies were represented in the concept
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Problem statement & knowledge Gap

Main Research Ques�on
How can landscape architecture contribute towards the activation of
the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord through the use of ﬂexible
spaces and tactical urbanism strategies?

Research For Design
Research Ques�on 2
Which present and potential groups represent the
activators, users and administrators for the green
wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord?

Research Ques�on 1
What are known spatial interventions and strategies that are inspired by ﬂexible spaces and tactical
urbanism?
•
•
•
•

Literature review
Second source analysis
Expert consulta�on
Best prac�ce study

Output: Preliminary toolbox and ‘rules of the
game’ for ac�va�on through ﬂexible design, based
on theore�cal framework.

•
•
•
Expert consulted: Prof. Dr. E.H Huijbens

Second source analysis
Local expert consulta�on
Stakeholder mapping

Output: Site speciﬁc inventory analysis of present
and poten�al ac�vators, users and administrators
in the area.

Experts consulted:
- Ilona van der Laan (Neighborhood networker
IJsselmonde)
- Daan Vermeer (Project manager Reyeroord)

Research Ques�on 3
What are the conditions for each of these groups
to participate in the process of activation for the
green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord?
•

Local expert consulta�on

Output: Overview condi�ons for ac�va�on of
Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord

Research Through Design
Design Ques�on
Which spatial interventions and accompanying ‘rules
of the game’ can contribute towards the activation of
the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord?
•
•
•
•

Used preliminary toolbox to create 2 concept
models
Concept models tested through 3 workshops
with local experts
Results used to reﬁne toolbox
Reﬁned toolbox used for main design

Output:
- Reﬁned toolbox that is replicable for other
landscape architects.
- Main design for the ac�va�on through ﬂexible
design of green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord

8
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Discussion & Conclusion

Figure 5. Table of methodological framework

Experts consulted:
- Ilona van der Laan (Neighborhood networker
IJsselmonde)
- Daan Vermeer (Project manager Reyeroord
- Jelmer Boersma (Landscape designer IJsselmonde)

Experts consulted:
- Ilona van der Laan (Neighborhood networker
IJsselmonde)
- Daan Vermeer (Project manager Reyeroord)

Chapter 3 Main Concepts

This chapter is the prelude to the literature review. In this chapter,
a brief introduction on the main concepts and theories of this thesis will be given. This is essential in order to understand both the
overall theoretical framework and is a first introduction to flexible
spaces. First, the overarching concept of temporary urbanism will
be introduced. Temporary urbanism stands at the base of the other
two main concepts that will be discussed in this thesis. Second, flexible spaces will be introduced to the reader. Finally, a concept that
is closely related to flexible spaces is introduced, tactical urbanism.
This concept is something that is worthwhile addition to consider
when working with flexible spaces.

3.1 Temporary Urbanism
Temporary urbanism gained traction in recent years due to changing circumstances in western cities, mostly as an answer to vacancy, economic uncertainty and more recently Covid-19 (Bialski et
al., 2015; Bishop & Williams, 2012; Bragaglia & Rossignolo, 2021).
Temporary urbanism focuses on the ever changing circumstances
that can be encountered in urban environments and the growing
need for a flexible way of life for humans to cope with these circumstances (Bishop & Williams, 2012). Adaptability as well as flexibility have become very important characteristics for contemporary
urban dwellers, changing tactics and seizing opportunities as they
come up. Short-term temporary interventions are becoming more
frequent in urban landscapes over the years and are telling signs of
temporary urbanism (Bialski et al., 2015; Bishop & Williams, 2012;
Bragaglia & Rossignolo, 2021).

3.2 Flexible Spaces
Flexible spaces is part of the overarching temporary urbanism movement. There are multiple authors that will be discussed in this thesis
that each have their own definition of what makes a flexible space.
Authors such as Carr & Dionisio (2017) and Ivers (2018) share ideas
of what makes a space flexible. Characteristics often range from
temporality, reconfigurability, adaptability and open endedness.
As mentioned flexible spaces can range in the sense of temporality. As an example, some forms for flexible space can be considered
to be very short term, existing as a temporary gap filler for later
permanent development. On the other side of the spectrum there
are more permanent flexible spaces that have become a part of the
urban fabric. In these cases flexibility comes from its programming
and reconfigurable, non-permanent (spatial) elements. Examples of
these two forms will be seen in the best practice study.

3.3 Tactical Urbanism
Tactical urbanism is an approach towards neighborhood building
and activation (Lydon & Garcia, 2015; Silva 2016). Tactical urbanism
interventions are often very specialized and geared towards a specific situations and therefore being very site specific (Silva, 2016). That
is why these interventions are not ‘one size fits all’ solutions but
rather intentional and flexible responses (Lydon & Garcia (2015).
Close participation with locals is often preferred as to get a good
insight into the conditions for successful activation and surgical interventions (Lydon & Garcia, 2015; .

Chapter 4 Literature review

In this chapter the literature review will be presented. The goal of
the literature review was to uncover approaches to flexible spaces
as well as design principles and strategies (Prominski, 2017) that are
inspired by flexible spaces and tactical urbanism. The three main
concepts, as introduced in chapter 3 will be explained in greater detail. During the literature review two overarching themes were recognized in the chosen literature, these being:
•

•

Spatial themes (Ardeshiri et al., 2016; Carr & Dionisio, 2017;
Ivers, 2018; Sanei et al., 2018): Elements and decisions in a
design that shape and influence the spatial layout, appearance and use of a site.
Process themes (Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Lydon & Garcia,
2015; Ivers, 2018): Elements and decisions in a design that
influence how a site is regulated and organized during the
design and use phase.

For each of these themes a set of design principles and strategies
were listed and cross referenced with the literature in order to seek
overlapping ideas and concepts. These have been bundled and categorized as ‘approaches’.
In Prominksi’s (2017) theorizing on design guidelines, a hierarchical
organization can be recognized (figure 6). At the top of this hierarchy stand design approaches. These have the highest level of abstraction and are used to convey a general idea and approach to a
design. Approaches can be broken down into strategies and design
principles. Both principles and strategies operate on a middling level
of abstraction and suggest a course of action in a design in order to
achieve the approach.
•

•

to become a more generalizable set of situations.
Strategies (Prominski, 2017. p.195-198): Design strategies
that express strategic corridors of possible directions. Design
strategy remains abstract and general in nature, showing a
variety of directions for a design.

Most design strategies and principles comprise a sub-layer of specific design tools (Prominski, 2017). These are the most concrete
suggestions for design, but are still drawn in an abstracted way (albeit at the lowest level) to allow for a creative transfer to the specific design case of the user (Prominski, 2017. p.198). Strategies and
principles have a higher level of abstraction than tools, but both
are neither totally specific nor completely universal and represent
structured knowledge bundles at an intermediate level (Prominksi,
2017). Concrete examples of tools are presented in the best practice
study chapter.
High level of abstrac�on

A

Approach

S/P

Strategy/
Principle

T

Design
Guidelines

Tool

Low level of abstrac�on
Figure 6. Hierarchical organization of approach, design strategy
and design tools in this research, following Prominski’s (2017)
theorizing on design guidelines (author)

Design principles (Prominski, 2017): An abstracted guiding
decision or principle suggesting a specific course of action
for a design project. A principle is an abstraction of a situation which is transferable and works beyond a specific case
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4.1 Changing Times, Temporary Urbanism
As mentioned in the introduction we are living in ever rapidly changing times. As of the time of writing this thesis the world is in the
aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic and in the midst of a war in
Eastern Europe. Recent reminders that the world we live in and the
things we consider to be ‘normal’ can change in the blink of an eye.
However, not all is as bleak as it sounds and as mentioned before
humans have developed the tendency to become more ‘liquid’ and
flexible in their behavior in the recent decades (Bishop & Williams,
2012).
According to Bishop and Williams (2012) temporary urbanism solutions offer quick fixes to urban issues so that these can be addressed
at a later time whilst remaining functional and profitable. Examples
of such temporary solutions are community driven activities on vacant building lots such as urban farming initiatives, popup restaurants and shops etc. (Bishop & Williams, 2012). Such ‘grass root’
initiatives are often low risk and low cost, so for governing bodies
these seem like worthwhile and relatively risk free temporary investments, whilst often the public is enthusiastic and willing to participate in such projects (Bishop & Williams, 2012).
There are of course those who are critical of the idea of temporary
urbanism and calling out its seductive nature. Criticizing the ‘magic
of temporary design’ and its quick fix nature for urban ailments and
questioning the potential to radically alter urban futures (Bialski et
al., 2015 p.181-189). In the work of Bialski et al (2015) there is a
direct critique on the work of Bishop & Williams (2012) pointing out
the potential pitfalls of temporary urbanism, questioning the effectiveness of actual positive urban change it can provide that is not
eventually profit driven by the privileged few (Bialski et al., 2015
p.187). It should be noted that this article is mostly focused on the
locale of the ‘high street’ in cities and its eventual profit focused
nature.
The recent work of Bragaglia & Rossignolo (2021) is positioned in the
middle of the discussion of temporary urbanism, discussing both the
positive and negative aspects. According to the authors the concept
of temporary urbanism is linked to self-organized and alternative experiences which take place outside the institutional urban policies
(Bragaglia & Rossignolo, 2021 p.2). In the last two decades however,
temporary uses seem to be increasingly co-opted within city development strategies as new forms of spatial production (Madanipour,
2017; Martin et al. 2020, as cited in Bragaglia & Rossignolo, 2021).
Temporary experiences led by local governments are widely celebrated as participatory forms of spatial transformation, but at the
same time they are being increasingly criticized for turning towards
profit based motifs (Bragaglia & Rossignolo, 2021 p.1-2). Bragaglia &
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Rossignolo’s (2021) work addresses both the praise for temporary
urbanism that is given in Bishop & Williams (2012) as well as recognizes possible issues that might arise such as presented Bialski et al.
(2015), warning that temporary uses can also be abused to create a
selective narrative for spaces.

tivation but also day to do day life. This notion of is echoed by all
the other authors thus far presented in this chapter. Unscheduled,
impromptu and daily uses of a community should be made possible
in a flexible space (Bauer and Reed in Ivers, 2018; Carr & Dionisio,
2017; Sanei et al, 2018).

Temporary urbanism appears to be a powerful tool when it comes to
designing cities in our state of uncertainty and ever changing conditions. Needless to say it is important to remain wary that temporary
urbanism is not a cure-all magical solution that fixes urban issues.
Thus it needs to be applied with consideration and care. It is also
important to reflect on the objective of implementing temporary
solutions. For example; is it to activate public green spaces? To turn
a profit? Or is it to set a narrative for a neighborhood? Neither of
these three options need to exclude the other from happening, but
they should be considered carefully in the grand scheme of things.

Further principles and strategies that have been identified in the literature have been divided into the two themes, as mentioned before and will be elaborated upon in the following sub-chapters.
4.2.1 Spatial Oriented
Approach: Facilitating flexibility in a public space
•

4.2 Flexible Cities, Flexible Spaces
The subject of flexible spaces has seen a surge in popularity over
the last two decades and this is reflected in the literature, ranging
between 2010 and 2022. The first work to be introduced is that of
Carr & Dionisio (2017) and offers the following definition:

•

“Flexible spaces are intended to offer reconfigurable, rotating, non-permanent, non-exclusive forms of land use that enable a broad
range of spatial experiments.”
-Carr & Dionisio, 2017 p.3

•

This definition is supported by other authors such as Chris Reed in
Ivers (2018) stating that flexible spaces should accommodate for
diversity, flexibility, adaptability and open-endedness (Ivers, 2018
p.46). This approach would allow for various intensities of use to
play out across daily, seasonal and annual cycles whilst promoting
change (Ivers, 2018 p.46).
Carr & Dionisio (2017) also argue that flexible spaces can be designed to benefit and activate a community and the authors provide
a regulatory framework for such a space. This idea that flexible spaces can benefit and activate a community is shared between other
authors such as Sanei et al. (2018) and Bauer from Aspect Studios
in Ivers (2018, p.275-277). Bauer states that for community activation, community buy-in is critical. If the community is invested in
a space they should self generate events and programmes for the
space. Bauer also warns for over-activation as this can happen and
achieve adverse effects, not all places need more activation (Ivers,
2018 p. 176). Success should not depend solely on programmed ac-

Strategy: Versatility (Ardeshiri et al, 2016; Carr & Dionisio,
2017; Sanei et al., 2018): Versatility has to do with the different user groups a space can have. Users can range from
youth to adults and the elderly. If a place is versatile enough
it is accommodating for different behavioral patterns that
are distributed between these groups.
Design principle: Fixed and flexible elements (Ivers, 2018;
Sanei et al, 2018): A public space can house multiple elements such as furniture and lighting elements. Such elements
can be made flexible or fixed in place. Flexible meaning that
these elements can be moved around by the public, think of
street furniture such as tables and chairs. Fixed elements are
those that remain stationary and cannot be moved around,
think of certain play furniture, light posts etc. By having a
balance between the two a space can invoke interaction
with the public.
Strategy: Reconfigurability (Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Ivers,
2018; Sanei et al., 2018): Reconfigurability partially plays into
the previous principle of flexible elements, but also pertains
to the activities that can take place in a public space. Reconfigurability plays into the idea of promoting change over a
period of time, allowing for different activities to be hosted
during the year.

Approach: Facilitating public use: design and activity
•

•

Design principle: Permeability and the right to choose (Ardeshiri et al, 2016; Ivers 2018; Sanei et al., 2018): Permeability is the ability to select how users approach, access and
engage a space, how a user can have the choice of how to
move through a space.
Design principle: Design for unscheduled uses (Ardeshiri et
al, 2016; Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Ivers, 2018): By designing for
unscheduled use public spaces should allow users to show up
unannounced and activate/participate in the space. Not all

•

•

activities in a public space need to be organized and planned
on a calendar, some events just take place right then and
there. A flexible public space should account for this possibility. This also accounts for day to day use of a public space.
Strategy: Segmentation of different activities (Ivers,2018;
Sanei et al., 2018): When designing a flexible public space
it should be considered that certain activities should be
segmented. For example a football game cannot take place
on the same field a picknick is being hosted. Such activities
should be separated to a degree. This does not mean putting
up high borders between the activity spaces, but consideration as to where what activity can take place in the design
process.
Design principle: Legibility (Ardeshiri et al, 2016; Ivers 2018):
Legibility of a space means how easily it can be recognized
how a space can be used. Highly graphic elements allow users to see how a space can be used and activated. As an
example brightly colored seating elements invite lingering,
whilst interesting play furniture invites playfulness.

4.2.2 Process Oriented
In their work Carr & Dionisio (2017) propose a framework for creating flexible spaces that is minimally regulated, reconfigurable
and democratically available on a rotating basis to individuals and
groups who wish to use those spaces for activities of a limited spatial
and temporal tenancy (Carr & Dionisio, 2017 p.2). Flexible spaces
are therefore often developed over a span of time, therefore phasing is an important aspect. The authors argue that for flexible spaces
to work there are two groups that need to get involved, so called
‘activators’ and ‘users’. Activators are described as individuals or
groups who exercise a period of management over flexible spaces,
users are those for whom the space is created and/or who will be
using the space (Carr & Dionisio, 2017). It can occur that sometimes
a third party is needed, the so called ‘administrators’, individuals or
groups who intermediate between potential activators, users and
other parties (Carr & Dionisio, 2017). The authors state that ideally activators and administrators are part of the communities where
flexible spaces emerge, endeavoring to address problems felt in the
broader community (Carr & Dionisio, 2017). Flexible spaces can be
an effective way of promoting community development by keeping
it local. Flexible and short term uses have a positive impact on connecting communities and activating places. Through the shared activation of a flexible space it can empower local networks because
it addresses the local community and its needs and problems, developing new bonds of communication and trust (Carr & Dionisio,
2017).

4.3 Tactical Urbanism
Both the works of Lydon & Garcia (2015) and Silva (2016) delve into
the subject of tactical urbanism and argue for the active involvement of citizens in the process. Therefore it is a good addition to
support the topic of process oriented strategies and principles. Tactical urbanism is a movement that provides an approach to neighborhood building and activation using short term, low cost and scalable interventions (Lydon & Garcia, 2015). Silva (2016) supports this
definition by stating that the key themes of tactical urbanism are
scalable, short-term implementations, scarce resources and citizen’s involvement.

By acknowledging the synergy between flexible spaces and tactical
urbanism the following principles and strategies were identified in
the literature:
Approach: Organizing a flexible public space
•

“Because the places people inhabit are never stat-

ic, Tactical Urbanism doesn’t propose one-size-fitsall solutions but intentional and flexible responses.”

•

-Lydon & Garcia (2015) p. 27

Tactical urbanism is used by a range of stakeholders, including
governments, business and non-profits, citizen groups and individuals (Lydon & Garcia, 2015 p.26). It makes use of open and iterative development processes, the efficient use of local resources,
and the creative potential unleashed by site specific (social) interactions (Lydon & Garcia, 2015 p.26).
Both works also argue that it is these local actors that are able to
‘spot’ situations that need to be fixed or repaired and that citizens
become part of the process and solutions, from the moment they
report something (Lydon & Garcia, 2015; Silva, 2016). This is of
course in line with the ideas put forward by Carr & Dionisio (2017).
“What this work tells us is that a creative spark
can pick up momentum and become a fundamentally important space for building community cohesion, kindling conversation and bringing
people together around shared commonalities”

- Quote by Ivers 2018 p. 19 on the work by Lydon & Garcia
(2015) on tactical urbanism

As can be seen from the works of Lydon & Garcia (2015) and Silva (2016) the ideas they present can be related to those that have
been presented in the flexible spaces section above. Especially the
community activation focus is interesting and by having locals be
the source of this activation, the needs of the community can be
easily reflected in activities, events and amenities. By nature tactical
urbanism interventions are fleeting and short lived, however for the
needs and activation of a flexible space this can be a good fit. Tactical urbanism, as well as flexible spaces benefit from including local
history, (spatial) conditions and resources. Thus interventions often
become very site specific.

•

•

•

•

Strategy: Minimalist regulatory framework (Carr & Dionisio,
2017): In order for a flexible public space to innovate, regulatory frameworks should be minimal. Ideally, it should be limited to: 1) Ensuring compliance with relevant health, safety
and environmental and criminal laws; 2) Providing fair, open
and democratic process for choosing the succession of activators whilst setting appropriate spatio-temporally bound
tenancies; 3) Ensuring the ongoing availability and viability
of the flexible public space (Carr & Dionisio, 2017 p. 4)
Strategy: Users, activators and administrators (Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Lydon & Garcia, 2015): As mentioned above
Carr & Dionisio (2017) propose three groups to be involved
when working with a flexible space. Each group plays a role
in the activation of such a site. Users obviously needing little explanation, these are locals visiting the public space.
Activators being the people responsible for providing locally
sourced events and programming befitting the needs of the
community. Finally the administrators are those that intermediate between the parties and make sure regulations are
maintained. Ideally all these groups are part of the community, endeavoring to address recognized problems felt by the
broader community. By keeping it local these groups can
have a fast response to problems or needs brought up by
locals.
Strategy: Free or minimal cost tenancies (Carr & Dionisio,
2017): In order to stimulate local activators tenancy of the
flexible public space should be free or as cheap as possible.
By having a high threshold, activators will be discouraged
from becoming a temporary tenant of the space.
Strategy: Temporally limited tenancies (Carr & Dionisio,
2017; Silva, 2018): Because the programming of a flexible
public space can change during a period of time it is important to set limitations to the amount of time the space can be
reserved. By temporally limiting tenancies, change and site
development is encouraged to its users and activators.
Strategy: Public democratic life (Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Ivers,
2018): Public enjoyment should not be dependent on private commerce. Beneficial synergies between public life and
commercial activities should be recognized. Equity and full
access are essential in this public realm.
Strategy: Experimental nature, room for failure (Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Ivers, 2018): Flexible public spaces are experimental by nature. Because of the limited temporal tenan-
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•

•

cies, projects come and go. Some of these projects will be
successful and some of these will fail. Failure of a project
should not be seen as an overall failure of the site, it is something the community can learn lessons from. Therefore a
community should accept room for potential failure when
partaking in a flexible public space and be open to it.
Strategy: Public participation and buy in (Ivers, 2018; Sanei et al., 2018; Silva, 2018): When the goal is to activate a
neighborhood it is important for flexible public spaces to attract the local community and allow for public participation.
By having the community be invested in a space this will lead
to a partially self sustaining system of the space. A local community that is invested in a space will self organize events according to their needs and keep an eye out for degeneration.
Strategy: Random and Daily needs of a community (Carr &
Dionisio, 2017; Lydon & Garcia, 2015; Sanei et al., 2018): As
mentioned before flexible public spaces are not only supposed to be places of spectacle and big scale events. Such
spaces also need to accommodate for random and daily
needs of a community as it is these people that will make
use of said space most frequently. Therefore flexible public
space design should allow for public daily life activities.

4.3 Conclusion Literature Review
This chapter explored various pieces of literature regarding the topics of temporary urbanism, flexible spaces and tactical urbanism.
Hereby building a framework to later be used in this research. This
framework presents three approaches and subsequently principles and strategies for flexible spaces based on the two identified
themes: spatial oriented and process.
These principles and strategies were placed in the context of activating and organizing a public (green) space as well as getting a
neighborhood involved as a community. The following pages show
diagrams for each of the three approaches, principles and strategies. These diagrams are based on a double axis model, using the
y-axis for the degree of abstraction and the x-axis for the distinction between spatial and process themes. For each approach the
identified principles and strategies were placed accordingly to their
level of abstraction and nature (spatial or process). Each principle or
strategy has also been concisely described for each approach. Figure
7 shows the combination of all three approaches on the same spectrum, this was done in order to show how these approaches interrelate. This diagram functions as the initial toolbox for the projects
studied in the ‘Reference study’ chapter. This initial toolbox will be
tested and refined during the design phase of this thesis.

Design Principle

Strategy

High level of abstrac�on
Experimental
nature, room
for failure

Public
democratic
life
Minimalist
regulatory
framework

Versatility

Design for
unscheduled
uses

Spa�al

Public
participation and
involvment

Process

Community
engagement

Recognizeability

Reconfigurability

Fixed and flexible
elements

Segmentation
of certain
activities

Free or minimal
cost tenancies

Temporally
limited
tenancies

Permeability and
the right to
choose

Low level of abstrac�on
Figure 7. Overview of all three approaches on the spectrum
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Users, activators
and
administrators

Approach: Facilitating flexibility in a public space

Approach: Facilitating public use: design and activity

High level of abstrac�on

High level of abstrac�on

Versatility

Design for
unscheduled
uses

Process

Spa�al

Process

Spa�al

Recognizeability

Reconfigurability

Segmentation
of certain
activities

Fixed and flexible
elements

Permeability and
the right to
choose

Low level of abstrac�on

Low level of abstrac�on

Versa�lity

Reconﬁgurability

Fixed and ﬂexible elements

Accommodating for various behavioral
patterns depending on the type of users
(e.g. children, families, teenagers and
elderly).

Using changeable furniture and allowing
for space reorganization.
Some materials should be movable,
flexible, multipurpose and without a
predetermined function.

(Ardeshiri et al., 2016; Carr & Dionisio, 2017;
Sanei et al., 2018)

(Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Ivers, 2018; Sanei et al.,
2018)

There needs to be a balance between fixed
and flexible elements. For example
permanent elements such as fitness
equipment and playgrounds, but also
flexible/mobile materials such as furniture
and pop-up elements

Figure 8. Facilitating flexiblity in a public space

(Ivers, 2018; Sanei et al., 2018)

Segmenta�on of certain
ac�vi�es

Segmenting activation into more defined
‘rooms’ works for activities that need some
separation and ensure choice, while
overlapping activation is good for creating
inter-age and broader social interactions.
(Ivers, 2018; Sanei et al., 2018)

Permeability and the right to choose

Design for unscheduled uses

Recognizeability

Increasing the potential means of accessing and moving through a public space,
hereby increasing the ability to choose how
to engage with the space.

Users should be able to show up
unannounced and be able to activate or
partake in a space. Not all activities need to
be planned ahead, some take place there
and then.

Legibility is the quality that helps a space to
be perceived. Highly graphic and visible
design can emphasize the changing point
in the landscape where design is explicitly
intended to activate a space

(Ardeshiri et al., 2016; Ivers, 2018; Sanei et al.,
2018)

(Ardeshiri et al, 2016; Carr & Dionisio, 2017;
Ivers, 2018)

(Ardeshiri et al., 2016; Ivers, 2018)

Figure 9. Facilitating public use: design and activity
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Approach: Creating and managing a public space
High level of abstrac�on
Experimental
nature, room
for failure

Public
democratic
life
Minimalist
regulatory
framework

Public
participation and
involvment

Spa�al

Process

Community
engagement

Free or minimal
cost tenancies

Users, activators
and
administrators

Temporally
limited
tenancies

Low level of abstrac�on

Users, ac�vators and
administrators

Community engagement
Flexible spaces need to account for
random and daily needs of a community.
Such spaces should reflect the needs of a
community closely and therefor community
engagement is important

There are three key groups that need to be
identified for a flexible space:
-Users
-Activators
-Administrators

(Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Lydon & Garcia, 2015;
Sanei et al., 2018)

(Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Lydon & Garcia, 2015)

Minimalist regulatory
framework

Regulatory frameworks should be limited to:
Ensuring compliance with relevant health, safety,
environmental,and criminal laws; Providing fair,
open, and democratic processes for choosing a
succession of activators and setting appropriate
spatio-temporally bounded tenancies; Ensuring the
ongoing availability and viability of the flexible space
(Carr & Dionisio, 2017)

Figure 10.
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Experimental nature, room for
failure

Temporally limited tenancies

Public democra�c life

Flexible spaces should be characterized by
tenancies long enough to enable development, modest investment, use, continuity,
and promotion,while still being finite and
subject to change.

To ensure public enjoyment is not
contingent on private commerce, while
recognizing the beneficial synergies
between public life and commercial activity.
Equity and full access are essential in the
public realm.

(Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Silva, 2018)

Free or minimal cost tenancies

(Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Ivers, 2018)

Public par�cipa�on and involvement

Due to the experimental nature of flexible
spaces it is ok if a project fails once in a
while. It is part of the learning process to
see what works for a community.

To stimulate local activators, tenancy of the
flexible public space should be free or as
cheap as possible

Public participation increases social interaction between users, activators and administrators. Community buy-in is critical; the
hope is that the community self-generates
events and programmes for the place.

(Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Ivers, 2018)

(Carr & Dionisio, 2017)

(Ivers, 2018; Sanei et al., 2018)

Creating and managing a public space

Best Practice Study

This chapter presents the findings of the best practice study. The
goal of this best practice study was to establish a preliminary toolbox for designing flexible public spaces and setting up initial ideas
for possible ‘rules of the game’ for such a space. These will later be
tested during the design phase of this thesis.
At the end of the literature review chapter a diagram containing
three approaches towards facilitating, activating and organizing a
flexible public space was presented. The next step of this research is
to validate these findings and to further refine these into concrete
tools and rules. That is why in this chapter three reference projects
were analyzed. All three projects are located in the Netherlands and
share the aspect of being a public (green) space, each varying in
the amount of flexibility and function. The chosen projects vary in
size, purpose and user-base. Figure 7 at the end of the literature
review will be used in the best practice study to analyze principles
and strategies, reflecting on spatial and process oriented qualities in
the chosen projects.

cessful green spaces. That is why the chosen project deviate from
the initial idea the author had of a flexible space, however qualities
of flexibility and other characteristics presented in the literature review can be recognized in these projects.
The chosen projects are also limited to the Netherlands since it
would allow for easier site visits.

Figure 11.

Spoorpark Tilburg

Figure 12.

Buurthaven, Amsterdam (Over Buurthaven, n.d.)

Figure 13.

Raum, Utrecht (Over, 2022)

This chapter summarizes the results of the best practice study on
the following three projects:
•

Spoorpark Tilburg, Tilburg, The Netherlands (figure 11)

•

Raum, Utrecht, The Netherlands (figure 12)

•

Buurthaven, Amsterdam, The Netherlands (figure 13)

It should be noted that regardless of the popularity of the topic of
flexible spaces in the world of urbanism research, it was surprisingly
hard to find relevant projects for this best practice study. To clarify,
by relevant projects the author means flexible public spaces. There
are a lot of examples of tactical urbanism examples to be found
online, especially in south America. However, when searching for
keywords related to flexibility and public spaces, very few results
were found. Unlike subjects such as climate resilience, water adaptation and other such topics in the world of landscape architecture,
the only comprehensive bundled work of projects regarding flexible
spaces that could be found was Ivers (2018).
The projects in Ivers (2018) could not be used in the best practice
study because it would conflict with the internal validity of the best
practice study by using projects presented by the same author that
has been used in the literature review.
As mentioned before, in order to find relevant projects for this best
practice study, using keywords related to flexibility yielded very little
results. Therefore it was important to widen the scope of search parameters and include terms like ‘activation’, ‘participation’ and suc-
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Spoorpark Tilburg
The ‘Spoorpark’ (9.8 hectares) is urban park in Tilburg that played
a big role in the green transition the city drafted in 2010’s ‘Nota
Groen. Dichter bij Groen’ (van Montfort & Michels, 2020). This project is special because one of the main driving forces was citizen participation. The Spoorpark project was initiated by a group of locals
that wanted something to be done about the empty area behind
their apartment building (van Montfort & Michels, 2020). This area
is now a large city park next to the train tracks and houses multiple
functions, ranging from outdoor sport facilities, urban camping, a
scouting group and more, as well as providing a urban public green
space for visitors to enjoy (Over Het Park, 2022; Park Partners, 2022;
Spoorpark Tilburg, n.d.; van Montfort & Michels, 2020).
As part of the initial program drafting procedure, citizen participation was encouraged and a website was created for citizen input
(Over Het Park, 2022; van Montfort & Michels, 2020). Between January and April (2016), 82 citizen initiatives were sent in and evaluated according to existing and successful urban parks (Over Het
Park, 2022; van Montfort & Michels, 2020). A jury made a selection
based on the following criteria (Over Het Park, 2022; van Montfort
& Michels, 2020):
•

Cultural historical qualities

•

Ecology and green structure

•

Facilities for recreation and sport

•

Realization common amenities

•

Return of water elements

•

Focus on the inclusion of local residents and benefits for the city
of Tilburg

From the 82 initiatives that had been sent in 9 were selected to be
included in the park program and have been made park partners for
the Spoorpark (Over Het Park, 2022). These partners, along with a

• Name: Spoorpark Tilburg

• Location: Tilburg, The Netherlands
• Designers: Blom & Moors
• Size: 9.8 hectares
• Opening Hours: 08.00-22.00
• Completion: 2019

project team and park managers make sure the park is maintained
and improved upon. The project of Spoorpark initially progressed
only due to the efforts of citizen participation and the result of the
inclusive process is a city park in which the preferences of the residents have been implemented (van Montfort & Michels, 2020). This
whilst staying congruent with the initial use of the area that had been
allocated by the Tilburg city council. While the project was initially
driven by citizens, during the later stages as the project expanded,
this method was no longer feasible (van Montfort & Michels, 2020).
From here, professional organizations such as construction companies and landscape architects were called upon to elevate the project to the next level (van Montfort & Michels, 2020). During this
phase the local government paid €8.2 million for the construction
of the park and contributes €200.000 per year for maintenance.
In addition the government attempts to attract local volunteers,
provincial subsidies and private money from local actors for maintenance and future development of the Spoorpark (van Montfort
& Michels, 2020). This approach towards organizing the Spoorpark
includes multiple parties, including locals and the government. As
for the curation of this park, this responsibility rests mostly on the
nine park partners that came forth from the citizen participation
process. These partners alongside a park manager and an advisory
group make sure the park remains up and running (Over Het Park,
2022). Whilst researching the activities hosted in this public green
space, a large variety of events was seen. These events range from
educational (mostly to do with nature and water) to multiple music
festivals, and much more. The Spoorpark also has a dedicated Instagram profile, providing glimpses of activities, but also day to day life.
The spatial composition of the Spoorpark has a certain rhythm to it
as can be seen in the principle diagrams in figure 21. Here you can
see how certain opposites are woven into the park structure; open
and closed park structures, a lively edge on the sun side and a calmer zone in the shade. Also before-mentioned rhythms to the park
become apparent, there is a definite start and end to the structure
and the pathways echo this form. This spatial composition is filled
with a myriad of unique spatial interventions, mostly based on the
nine park partners that have been selected for the final design. As
for the legibility of the park, the park structure mentioned above
is quickly apparent to a visitor and the park contains multiple large
(art) elements that can be easily recognized. The permeability of the
park is somewhat limited on the north side of the park because of
the train tracks, but other than this limitation there are a lot of access points to the park. Within the park itself are multiple routes
that can be taken to navigate the park, as well as grass fields that can
be crossed. The same grass fields offer spots for unscheduled uses
of the park and the same goes for the sports-field, pump-track and
skate-park. The open character of the Spoorpark allows for daily us-

ers to enjoy the park, however, one of the limiting factors is the fact
that dogs are not allowed to enter the park. Dog owners can take
their pet to a dedicated enclosure for their dogs, but are not allowed
in the park itself with their dog.
All these, and other elements not mentioned here, make for a very
vibrant and lively public green space that attempts to keep its founding principle of citizen participation alive during its future developments. This active promotion of citizen participation makes for a
promising platform of local activation. As for the reconfigurability of
the site consist mainly of fixed elements that have a predetermined
function (e.g. the tower, sport/skate-park, artwork installation).
These elements are not easily changeable. However, the park does
offer plenty of opportunity for flexible activities to take place. When
looking at the activity calendar of the Spoorpark (Spoorpark agenda
2022, 2022) a lot of festival themed events are planned towards the
summer.

Facilita�ng Flexibility In A Public Space
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Spoorpark Tilburg is a semi-ﬂexible space as it allows for various
ac�vi�es and behaviors to take place. It also has enough space to
organize (large) events. It does seem to lack reconﬁgurability as most
elements have a predetermined func�on and are ﬁxed in place.

Versa�lity
Reconﬁgurability
Fixed & Flexible Elements

Facilita�ng Public Use: Design And Ac�vity
Segmenta�on Of Certain Ac�vi�es
Permeability And The Right To Choose
Design For Unscheduled Uses
Recognizeability

Because of the large size of the park there is enough room for many
ac�vi�es to take place. The park also has a lot of entry-points and
within the park rou�ng is plen�ful. A large amount of the park is
designed for unscheduled uses by providing programming that can be
used freely. The Spoorpark has a very recognizable appearance and
serves as an eye-catcher for the city of Tilburg.

Crea�ng And Managing A Public Space
Community Engagement
Users, Ac�vators and Administrators
Temporally Limited Tenancies
Public Democra�c Life
Minimalist Regulatory Framework
Experimental Nature, Room For Failure

Spoorpark Tilburg has very clear ac�vators that are set up throughout
the park as ‘park partners’. These park partners do seem to be well
established and not prone to change. That does mean that there is
li�le rota�on in regard to tenancy or program from these ac�vators
and the regulatory framework is pre�y strict. Public democra�c life
doesnt seem a high priority, as this site houses mul�ple private
commercial bussinesses. The events that are hosted on the site do
seem to promote a�achment to the park and involve the public in
the overall succes of the park.

Free Or Minimal Cost Tenancies
Public Par�cipa�on And Involvement

Figure 14.
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Key Lessons

Recognized elements of the literature review

Figure 15.

Figure 16.

Wooden decking along waterside (de Hooge, 2020)

Figure 18.

Large open field with little shade spots (de Hooge, 2020)

Figure 19.
2019)

Impression of the park during its design(Spoorpark Tilburg,

Figure 20.

Map of the park (Spoorpark Tilburg, 2019)

Figure 21.

Design principles of the park (Spoorpark Tilburg, 2019)

Figure 22.
Water retention zone and play element (Na Storm En Heel
Veel Regen Kunnen Wij Hier Wel Aan Wennen... Kom Maar Door Met Die Lente!
#spoorpark013 #tilburg #lentekriebels, 2022)

Urban camping spot (de Hooge, 2020)

Figure 17.
Mixed public uses the park (Spoorpark Lanceert Adoptieproject
“Vrienden van Het Spoorpark,” 2019)

Noteworthy elements Spoorpark Tilburg
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urban camping
Water plaza
‘De Rits’ artwork installation
Panorama tower
Tribune steps
Urban sports zone
Play/sports fields
Water elements (coupled with other water based programming such as a constructed wetland)
Pump-track/skate-park
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Buurthaven
Formerly a construction field for the Noord/Zuidlijn, now a public green space that promotes local activation (Buurthaven, 2022).
Buurthaven is a recent small scale temporary project (2019) located in Amsterdam and initially was planned to exist only 1,5 years
(Buurthaven, 2022). The project has been extended to last until
2026 (Buurthaven, 2022). Buurthaven is coordinated by a team
called Placemakers, consisting of (landscape) architects, sociologists
and planners (Buurthaven, 2022). Placemakers help the locals realize their ideas and support citizen initiatives. This has led to five permanent initiatives to be settled on the site, with others coming and
going. The current permanent initiatives are (Initiatieven, 2022):
•
•
•
•

•

Timmerwerkplaats: A woodworking crafts class given each
week to children
Hondenspeeltuin: A dog playground enclosure where dogs
can run and play freely without causing issues.
Moestuinschool Amsterdam: An educative urban farming
initiative, having classes once every two weeks.
Gallische Tafel: A large round wooden table, designed to
bring together the community for social events. This space
can be used for events, birthdays, picnics or just reading a
book. The most important function is brining the community
together.
SAM (Sociaal-Artistiek Museum): A initiative that provides
exposition space for plans that can be put forward by the
community for further development of the Buurthaven
space.

Buurthaven is intended to provide a meeting place for local inhabitants and organizations, establishing a strong local network
(Buurthaven, 2022; Over Buurthaven, 2022). In addition, this project
aims to provide a meaningful contribution towards future development of the surrounding neighborhood (Buurthaven, 2022).
The Buurthaven project provides an interesting example of how

• Name: Buurthaven
• Location: Amsterdam, The Netherlands

neighborhood participation and activation can be stimulated. By
providing an active platform for locals to come together to participate and engage in placemaking, a neighborhood is drawn into a
project. What initially was supposed to be a temporary project has
been extended for a much longer period of time and probably will
have a lasting impact on future developments. As for noteworthy
spatial interventions the ‘Gallische Tafel’ and SAM offer interesting
examples. The large table with its open structure invites locals to
come together. The exposition space offered by SAM provides a platform for sharing ideas to improve the community.
This project reflects the regulatory ideas as put forward by Carr &
Dionisio (2018) of users, activators and administrators to a degree.
These then being the inhabitants, local groups/actors and Placemakers. What also can be recognized in this project is how inhabitants
provided input for local problems they cared about. As mentioned
above, the SAM initiative is a good platform for this.
As for the permeability of the site, it appears that a visitor can enter from most directions. The one limiting point of entry being the
waterside. Here visitors need to navigate the sluice system via narrow bridges. In regard to activities and unscheduled uses the above
mentioned citizen initiatives should offer a good indication of both
these factors. Because Buurthaven is supposedly a temporary public space, the reconfigurability of the site is an ever present factor.
Citizen initiatives can be stopped and replaced by new ones, hereby
altering the site. Curation and organization of the site is mainly done
by locals (initiatives) and supported by gemeente Amsterdam and
Placemakers (Buurthaven, 2022).
Facilita�ng Flexibility In A Public Space
Versa�lity
Reconﬁgurability
Fixed & Flexible Elements

Facilita�ng Public Use: Design And Ac�vity
Segmenta�on Of Certain Ac�vi�es
Permeability And The Right To Choose
Design For Unscheduled Uses
Recognizability
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The programming of Buurthaven has set loca�ons on the site that
don’t interfere with another. The site is highly accessible and therefore permeability is high. Buurthaven is made for and by locals, the
space is therefore easily usable, even when unscheduled. An example
of this would be the Gallische Tafel. The recognizability of Buurthaven
is poor. With no eye-catching details it can be easily passed by as just
another public green space.

Crea�ng And Managing A Public Space

• Designers: Placemakers

Community Engagement

• Size: +- 10000 Square meters

Temporally Limited Tenancies

• Opening Hours: 24 hours

Minimalist Regulatory Framework

• Completion: 2019-2026

Free Or Minimal Cost Tenancies

Users, Ac�vators and Administrators

Public Democra�c Life

Experimental Nature, Room For Failure

Public Par�cipa�on And Involvement

Figure 23.
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Key Lessons
Even though Buurthaven is much smaller than Spoorpark Tilburg, it
does allow for mul�ple behavioral pa�erns to play out, as can be
seen by the programming. The site is highly reconﬁgurable as it is
only a temporary spa�al interven�on. That does however mean that
there is a lack of permanent elements.

Buurthaven �cks all the boxes when it comes to this approach. The
site is highly focused on community engagement and this is reﬂected
the users, ac�vators and administrators. Where all func�ons are
mostly ﬁlled by locals (with some guidance as administrators from
Placemakers). The temporary nature of the site also allows it to be
highly experimental and have a healthy rota�on of programming.
Tenancies are free and because it is managed by local the regulatory
framework is kept to a minimum. If new ideas get posi�ve feedback
from locals, they can be realized. There seem to be no private commerce ambi�ons. With the excep�on for some local market events,
but these don't seem to be proﬁt driven. Buurthaven has a high
percentage of public par�cipa�on and involvement due to its setup
by and for locals.

Recognized elements of the literature review

Figure 24.

Figure 26.

‘Gallische tafel’ gathering place (Over Buurthaven, n.d.)

Figure 29.

Local Market (Over Buurthaven, n.d.)

Figure 27.

(Buurthaven, n.d.)

Figure 30.

Woodworkshop (Buurthaven, n.d.)

Figure 28.

Locals engaging in the space (Buurthaven, n.d.)

Figure 31.

Community gathering space (Over Buurthaven, n.d.)

Selling local produce (Buurthaven, n.d.)

Noteworthy elements Buurthaven
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local oriented public green space
Local activation events
For and by locals
Large gathering table
Weekly workshops
Local businesses

Figure 25.

SAM signs (Buurthaven, n.d.)
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RAUM
The third project is located in the city of Utrecht. RAUM is a self-proclaimed ‘city-lab’ that can be found at the Berlijnplein in the Leidsche Rijn area. In this young neighborhood, the space before RAUM
looked much like an abandoned festival wasteland, with a lot of debris and garbage littering the area, renewal was needed (Landscape
Design RAUM – 12N, n.d.). According to 12N there was a desire for
creating a place suitable for larger events that would also invite use
even without any prior program or planning. On the website of
RAUM it is stated that their aim is to conduct creative placemaking
with culture as an important driver (Over, 2022). This placemaking
is achieved through local networks and since 2017 900 people have
gotten involved in this process (Over, 2022).
As for the spatial organization of RAUM there are multiple elements
that can be highlighted. The area can be used on three levels as
these are divided by paths, grass fields and a large wooden framework structure in the middle of it all. Behind this initial area there
are two buildings serving as a neighborhood restaurant and the base
of a local theatre group. The grass fields allow for small encounters
to play out while the wooden framework divides these spaces and
allows for larger activities to take place. The open structure of the
site allows for multiple angels of approach and movement through
the space.
During a site visit it was observed that within the wooden framework there was a mechanism that allowed for (art) installations to
be hung in and on said framework. In and around the area there is
plenty of seating elements that could be found and in general there
was a welcome atmosphere. With the open structure of the area
there was still well defined ‘chambers’ for activities. Bold colors
and elements give sense and direction to site. During the site visit it
could be observed that children were playing in one of these, whilst
two men were playing a game of ‘bocce’ in another one. A good example of unscheduled uses playing out.

When passing the area at night time it could be observed there was
plenty of light elements for the area to feel safe.
The curation of the space is handled by team RAUM. This team consists of a team of specialists that curate and manage the space (Wie
Zijn Wij?, 2022). This team also interacts with locals to come up with
a agenda of activities and developments for RAUM and the wider
community (Wie Zijn Wij?, 2022). For future activities RAUM aims
its program to adhere to three factors (RAUM-Verkort-Meerjarenplan-2021-2024, 2020)
•
•
•

Local programming: low barrier of entry, local value, connecting
Urban research: co-creation, visual, diverse subjects
Public magnets: Artistic, accessible, (inter)national, installations, experiences

These three factors intermingle and help RAUM improve as a local
platform, organizing activities and offering a space for locals to enjoy. This setup for the programming of Raum allows for a reconfigurable and versatile public spaces. When browsing the Raum website,
a lot of different configurations of the site can be seen, depending
on what activities had taken place.

Facilita�ng Flexibility In A Public Space

• Location: Utrecht, The Netherlands

Versa�lity
Reconﬁgurability
Fixed & Flexible Elements
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Figure 33.
12N, n.d.)

Clearly defined ‘chambers’ on site (Landscape Design RAUM –

Key Lessons

Facilita�ng Public Use: Design And Ac�vity

Permeability And The Right To Choose
Design For Unscheduled Uses
Recognizability

Due to the way Raum is setup there is a clear segmenta�on of ac�vi�es. The site is accessible from all sides, thus the permeability and
accessibility is good. As men�oned in the descrip�on, Raum oﬀers a
site that can easily be used unscheduled. Raum has done a good job
of being recognizable. The wooden framework and overall aesthe�c
of the site is an eye-catcher.

Crea�ng And Managing A Public Space

• Designers:

Community Engagement

• Size: +- 4000 Square meters

Temporally Limited Tenancies

• Opening Hours: 24 hours

Minimalist Regulatory Framework

• Completion: 2016

Free Or Minimal Cost Tenancies

Users, Ac�vators and Administrators

Public Democra�c Life

Raum was meant to be for locals of the area, therefore they make an
eﬀort to engage the community. Users, ac�vators and administrators
are also well established for the site. The model of Raum allows for
temporally limited tenancies to play out. The wooden framework is a
pla�orm that can be rented for temporary events. Management is
mostly done by the team of Raum, therefore the regulatory framework is kept small. Raum is a site that sees a lot of experimenta�on,
public par�cipa�on and involvement.

Experimental Nature, Room For Failure

Public Par�cipa�on And Involvement

Figure 34.
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Raum, located near station Leidsche Rijn in Utrecht (Over, 2022)

Raum is highly versa�le in its use and userbase. Due to how the site is
built up, in three levels, the degree reconﬁgurability is also very high.
The wooden framework provides a ﬁxed element that provides a
ﬂexible pla�orm for a variety of ac�va�on. Further elements on the
site strike a good balance between ﬁxed and ﬂexible.

Segmenta�on Of Certain Ac�vi�es

• Name: Raum

Figure 32.

Recognized elements of the literature review

Figure 35.

Versatile wooden construction (Author)

Figure 37.

Wooden framework (Author)

Figure 40.

Art installation remnant (Author)

Figure 38.

Sign explaining an upcoming project (Author)

Figure 41.

Upcoming project about urban gardening (Author)

Figure 39.

Night time picture

Figure 42.

Event during the summer

Noteworthy elements Raum
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local oriented public space
Local activation events
‘Neighborhood’ restaurant
Large wooden framework for exhibitions
Lawns separated as ‘chambers’
Varied programming throughout the year
Balance between local programming, urban research and
public attraction

Figure 36.

Art exposition
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Conclusion Best Practice Study

Based on the three Dutch best practice studies and the preceding
literature review, an overlap in approaches, strategies and design
principles started to emerge in regards to flexible public spaces and
how to activate them. The goal of this best practice study was to see
if the results of the literature review were reflected in practical cases
and to create a preliminary toolbox and ‘rules of the game’.
For each of the three cases a description was given, as well as a systematic summary with key lessons regarding the three approaches.
The systematic analysis of the three sites is put together in figure
43. This allows for easy comparison of the different sites. As can be
seen, Buurthaven and Raum score highest in regards to ‘creating
and managing a public space’. Spoorpark Tilburg scores less in this
regard due to the function of the site, this being a park. For the other two approaches all cases seem to consistently score pretty well.
Buurthaven seems to be suffering a bit from its temporary lifespan
as this limits its capability of realizing some more permanent and
eye-catching structures/elements.
As mentioned, the secondary goal of this best practice study was
to create a preliminary toolbox and ‘rules of the game’. These rules
and tools have been made into a set of diagrams showing the three
different approaches, their respective strategies or design principles
as well as how these have been recognized in the chosen reference
projects. In addition to the original three approaches, a fourth has
been added. This approach is based on the results found during the
best practice study and is considered to be separate from the literature used in chapter 4.
During the best practice study it was recognized that there are approaches, tools and rules that were not observed during the literature review. These group mostly cover topics in regards to the feeling
of safety in a park. As such it could be said that these do not directly
provide flexibility in a public space, however, as part of good design
for public spaces it is important to consider these tools and rules. In
regards to activation it can be speculated that an improved feeling
of safety could lead to more willingness to reside in a public space.

Spoorpark Tilburg

Buurthaven

Raum
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Figure 43.

Overview of recognized elements of the literature review in the cases
High Level Of
Abstrac�on

Approach

Figure 44 shows an altered version of the hierarchical organization
of Prominski (2017), presented in the Literature Review chapter. This
altered version expands upon this diagram by showing distinction
between the level of abstraction from approaches down to the rules
and tools. This is also representative for the upcoming preliminary
toolbox diagrams, which are explained in more detail on the following page.
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Design
Principle

Strategy

All elements of this fourth approach were recognized during the
analysis and site visits of this best practice study.
Low Level Of
Abstrac�on

Figure 44.

Tools

Rules

Altered hierarchical organization of Prominski (2017)

Tools

Design
Guidelines

Rules

Reader guide for diagrams

Approach

The following pages contain four diagrams that form the preliminary
toolbox. This section serve as instructions on how to interpret these
diagrams. Figure 44 on the previous page was the example of how
these diagrams are constructed. The same hierarchy can be found
in the structure of these four diagrams. Going from high levels of
abstraction to low levels of abstraction. Tools and rules considered
to be on the same level in regards to the hierarchy.
The following definitions are used for the terms used in these diagrams.

Tools

Improve the feeling of safety

Rules

Facili�es for good
and bad weather

Design principles (Prominski, 2017): An abstracted guiding decision
or principle suggesting a specific course of action for a design project.
A principle is an abstraction of a situation which is transferable and
works beyond a specific case to become a more generalizable set of
situations.

Provide additional light sources
in the public space

Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

Provide shelter for rain and sun

Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

Strategies (Prominski, 2017. p.195-198): Design strategies that express strategic corridors of possible directions. Design strategy remains abstract and general in nature, showing a variety of directions
for a design.
Tools: These are physical interventions, often spatial.

Eyes on the park

Rules: These are conditional elements in order to make the design
work. These vary between spatial and organizational.

Tidy up overgrown green to
improve visibility

Spoorpark Tilburg

Figure 45.

Improve visibility from the
outside

Improve visibility from the
inside

Spoorpark Tilburg

Spoorpark Tilburg

Locals engage in the space and
provide passive social safety

Spoorpark Tilburg
Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

Diagram breaking down the tools and rules for the approach ‘Improving the feeling of safety’
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Approach
Tools

Approach

Facilita�ng ﬂexibility in a public space

Rules

Tools

Rules

Strategy/Design Principle

Strategy/Design Principle

Versa�lity

Segmenta�on of
certain
ac�vi�es
Provide seating elements that
can be used in a variety of ways

Buurthaven
Spoorpark Tilburg

Facilita�ng public use: design and ac�vity

Consider temporary boundaries
during events

Include ‘chambers’ in park
structure for various activities

Create low borders separating
certain activities

Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

Couple activities relative to
locations on the site

Spoorpark Tilburg

?
?

Reconﬁgurability

?
?

Create plots on the site
aimed to host diﬀerent
activities over the year.

Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

Include (movable) street
furniture on site

Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

?

Permeability and
the right to
choose
Include ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ routes

Take into consideration
that temporary projects
are subject to change over
time

Buurthaven
Spoorpark Tilburg

Provide plenty of points of entry
and choices of routes

Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg
Buurthaven

Provide opportunities for less
mobile people to engage in the
space

Relate entrances to existing
regional connections

Spoorpark Tilburg

Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

Buurthaven

Design for
unscheduled uses

Fixed and ﬂexible
elements
Fixed elements counterbalanced by
popup elements

Create places that can be used
unscheduled

Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg
Buurthaven

Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg
Buurthaven

Recognizability
Include highly graphic and
visible design

Mark some routes with
graphics, guiding certain
activation

Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

Figure 46.
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Diagram breaking down the tools and rules for the approach ‘Facilitating flexibility in a public space’

Figure 47.

Diagram breaking down the tools and rules for the approach ‘Facilitating public use: design and activity’

Approach
Tools

Approach

Organizing a ﬂexible public space

Tools

Rules

Rules

Strategy/Design Principle

Strategy/Design Principle

Community
engagement

Temporally
limited tenancies
Have a neighborhood networker

Buurthaven
Raum

Take

Provide a framework for temporary
tenancy opportunities

into account daily
needs/activities locals

Buurthaven
Spoorpark Tilburg

Raum

Public
par�cipa�on and
involvement

Experimental
nature, room for
failure
Encourage local experimentation
with funding

Buurthaven
Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

Keep in consideration that
experimental projects can fail

Organize

Buurthaven
Raum

participation
with locals

events

Buurthaven
Raum

Establish a local identity that
inhabitants can be proud of

Buurthaven
Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

Free or minimal
cost tenancies

Users, ac�vators
and administrators
Engage with locals

Buurthaven
Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

Engage local actors in the
process

Buurthaven
Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

Subsidize local temporary tenancy
opportunities

Establish
well
connected
stakeholder network

Buurthaven
Raum
Spoorpark Tilburg

Buurthaven
Raum

Public democra�c
life

Minimalist regulatory framework
Reduce the amount of high level
bureaucracy involved in the
process of activation

Buurthaven
Raum

Figure 48.

Organizing a ﬂexible public space

Ensure
activity

private
commercial
does not become
dominant

Buurthaven
Raum

Diagram breaking down the tools and rules for the approach ‘Organizing a flexible public space’
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Location IJsselmonde Within Rotterdam
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Historical Analysis Of IJsselmonde

viduality that was created by the industrial revolution, so that people could be raised in a healthy environment with a feeling of social
cohesion, such as encountered in villages (SteenhuisMeurs, 2019).

In this chapter, the analysis of IJsselmonde will be discussed. First a
brief introduction will be given on the history of IJsselmonde. This
introduction serves as a gateway to understanding how IJsselmonde
developed from a small rural village to the (struggling) garden city
it is today. Second, the original ideas and intents of lead designer
Peter van Drimmelen will briefly be explained. By introducing van
Drimmelen’s ideas for garden city IJsselmonde it will become clear
what his vision was for the different public green spaces in the
city and how building typologies reflected these spaces. Third, the
unique story of the disappeared industrial heritage of IJsselmonde
will be discussed. How almost 40 years of oil exploitation changed
the original plans for garden city IJsselmonde.

Garden City IJsselmonde
At the start of the 1950 there was still a housing crisis in Rotterdam.
That is why the decision was made to create a new neighborhood
on the southbank of the Meuse (Hage et al, 2005). Peter van Drimmelen was chosen as lead designer for this project. Van Drimmelen
coupled the idea of the city to anthroposophical ideas on humans
and society (Hage et al., 2005). He saw neighborhoods as calm reflections of the modern and hectic society (Hage et al., 2005).
Van Drimmelen compared his design for IJsselmonde to that of a
tree; with a core, branches and leaves. The core of the city being the
city center, the branches being the main roads and the leaves being
the neighborhoods (Hage et al, 2005; SteenhuisMeurs, 2019). Between the neighborhoods the decision was made to place so called
‘green wedges’. These were supposed to be parklike public green
spaces that would create a dividing space between neighborhoods.
These ‘neighborhood dividing green spaces’ played a very important part in the main structure of IJsselmonde. This green structure
reflected the social intentions that van Drimmelen had for the city.
These spaces were meant to be ‘natural spaces’ with a ‘wild character’ that were distinguished from other neighborhoods by dense
vegetation.

A Brief History of IJsselmonde
Before the current garden city of IJsselmonde was established, the
area was known as the municipality of IJsselmonde. This municipality was composed of multiple small jurisdictions (dS+V, 2004). Before the war (circa 1935) IJsselmonde is a small rural village with an
agricultural background, settled on the south bank of the Meuse
(Maas). Houses and farms were built along dykes and it can be seen
that agricultural land allotment (verkaveling) took the form of long
strokes towards the south (strookverkaveling) (SteenhuisMeurs,
2019) (figure 49). The structure of land allotment can currently
still be recognized in the north-western part of IJsselmonde, called
Oud-IJsselmonde.

The design of IJsselmonde was based on the ‘garden city’, in which
public green spaces were supposed to be the trump card. Cities like
IJsselmonde were designed according to the societal ideal where
air, light, green and freedom played a big role (Feddes, 2012). Urban planners and landscape at the time were convinced that moving and exercising in green spaces should be an unmissable part of
daily life for the modern human (Feddes, 2012).

In 1941 IJsselmonde officially became a city district of Rotterdam,
losing its status as municipality IJsselmonde. On the map from 1955
(figure 49) it can be seen that Rotterdam is starting to expand towards IJsselmonde and that on the westside of the IJsselmonde polder new urban cores are established such as Feijenoord and Vreewijk (SteenhuisMeurs, 2019). The first expansions of IJsselmonde
remained small and keep with the traditional ‘polder verkaveling’
structure. Because of this a housing typology called the ‘gesloten
bouwblok’ (enclosed housing block) is established, which to this day
can still be recognized in Oud-IJsselmonde (SteenhuisMeurs, 2019).
This initial expansion of IJsselmonde was but the start. In the wake of
the second world war there the looming problem of housing shortage in Rotterdam. This gave the incentive to develop new urban
cores around Rotterdam. New neighborhoods and so called ‘garden cities’ were developed on the edges of Rotterdam. The plans
for these new urban cores were inspired by the idea of the ‘garden
city’, an idyllic city where people could live in a green and peaceful
environment, away from the hectic urban center (SteenhuisMeurs,
2019). It was key to relief inhabitants from the anonymity and indi-

Figure 49.
Development of IJsselmonde through 1935-1955-1970-2021.
Highlighted area is the green wedge Reyeroord-Hordijkerveld (Topotijdreis.nl,
2022)
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Relevant Building Typologies Of The Garden City IJsselmonde

NAM in IJsselmonde
In 1956 the NAM (Nederlandse Aardolie Maatschappij) discovered
a large quantity of oil in the soil of IJsselmonde. This discovery was
ofcourse a large boon to the Dutch economy, however exploitation
of this oil would have consequences to the development of garden
city IJsselmonde. Because the exploitation of oil and the need for
urban expansion were both high priorities at the time created the
unique situation of active oil exploitation withing a city. At the time,
lead designer Peter van Drimmelen took a pragmatic stance towards
this new development and came up with the idea to hide the oil
fields to the best of his ability within the planned urban green of
IJsselmonde. Within a period of 6 years, 51 new oil wells were dug,
of which 20 were located within the new city of Groot-IJsselmonde
(figure 56).

The design language of IJsselmonde was geometrical, but not symmetrical. That is why it could support a unique pattern of buildings
(Feddes, 2012). As part of van Drimmelen’s vision for society he
designed multiple building typologies in order to impose different
atmospheres and uses in neighborhoods. The following two typologies are relevant for this thesis research.
The first of these typologies is that of the L and C shaped and closed
building blocks (figure 50). These angular buildings are often apartment buildings and have some form of green space located in the
courtyard. These courtyards were intended to be used by inhabitants as calm spaces where young children could play under the
watchful eyes of (grand) parents (Hage et al, 2005; SteenhuisMeurs,
2019). At the time there was little budget for the decoration of
these green spaces, this lead to these green spaces mostly consisting of gras fields with sparse vegetation (Hage et al, 2005; SteenhuisMeurs, 2019). This resulted in very uniform and empty green
courtyards with a lack of program and users. Consequently these
courtyards were subject to neglect and bad maintenance.

A complex system of pipelines and infrastructure was established to
transport the oil to the storage facility on the Eiland van Briennenoord where it could be transferred to ships (figure 53, 54 and 55).
In the 1960’s the annual yield of these oil fields would be around
the 3 million barrels of oil. This oil was exploited by the use of large
‘pumpjacks’ (Jaknikkers) (figure 51 & 52). When the initial pressure
decreased in the oil fields the switch was made to alternate means
of exploiting the oil. This resulted in the peak exploitation of 6 million barrels of crude oil in 1966. This large scale exploitation of oil
happened right under the noses of 40.000 inhabitants at the time.

Similarly, the green wedges suffered the same fate. Lack of budget
and maintenance lead to rapid decline of these public green spaces. Which is ironic as these were supposed to be the trump card of
the garden city IJsselmonde.

Van Drimmelen designed forested areas around the pumpjacks in
an effort to hide these, however, the exploitation of oil remains an
industrial process. This led to further expansion of the infrastructure
of transporting the oil as well as having to engage in soil remediation
and sound barriers to mitigate noise pollution. Eventually in 1994
most of the oil exploitation sites were dismantled, however the legacy remained in the mind of IJsselmonde. Inhabitants cooked on
the same gas that was exploited a few blocks away.

The second typology to address is that of the apartment building
with dead plinth (figure 50). These multi-story apartment buildings
can be found on the edge of the case area of this thesis. These apartment buildings look out over the green wedge but have no direct
means of entry into the area. Entrances are located at the backside
of the apartments, forcing inhabitants to walk around the building to enter the green wedge. The plinth, the ground floor of these
flats, is considered to be ‘dead’. This means that this space is used
only for storage and has no other uses.

In the end all sites were dismantled and all trace of this historical
oil exploitation period has disappeared. The Eiland van Briennenoord became a park for tidal nature, Park de Twee Heuvels scrubbed
away all traces of the drill sites and the neighborhood Reyeroord
became a pilot for gas free living.
With all trace of this recent industrial heritage removed, the question can be raised; would it be interesting to return such history in
some innovative way in order to reinforce or cultivate a local identity?
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Figure 50.
Relevant building typologies in IJsselmonde.
In order L, C, closed building block and apartment with dead
plinth

Figure 51.
1986)

‘Hidden’ pumpjacks in the public eye (Kuypers et al.,

Figure 52.

Oil exploitation in the city (Kuypers et al., 1986)

Figure 53.
al., 1984)

Storage facility Eiland van Briennenoord (Kuypers et

Figure 54.

Ships come in to transport the oil (Kuypers et al., 1986)

Figure 56.

Figure 55.

Locations of oil exploitation in IJsselmonde (Kuypers et al., 1984)

Oil tanks for storage on the Eiland van Briennenoord (Kuypers et al., 1984)
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Spatial Analysis IJsselmonde

This chapter will discuss the spatial analysis of the wider region of
IJsselmonde. This spatial analysis was conducted in order to understand the spatial qualities of the city and how the chosen site is positioned in the urban network. First the green structure will be discussed. As IJsselmonde was designed as a garden city, understanding
the different types of green present in the city is important to get an
idea of the spatial composition and function of the different public
green spaces. Second the infrastructure network of IJsselmonde will
be discussed. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the structure of
IJsselmonde can be interpreted as a tree, this analysis will showcase
how.

Green structure IJsselmonde
Because IJsselmonde is a garden city, public green spaces play an
important role. When looking the full scope of IJsselmonde, multiple types of green spaces can be identified (figure 57) . The urban
structure is composed of a variety of green spaces that serve different functions.
The largest public green spaces that can be encountered are the
park structures. Most prominent are Park de Twee Heuvels and Het
Eiland van Briennenoord. These are two large public parks. Het Eiland van Briennenoord (formerly used by the NAM) is currently a
tidal park. Park de Twee Heuvels has had a recent redesign, cleaning
up and refurbishing the green space.
Another large green element is the so called ‘infrastructure landscape’. This is the green area surrounding the A16 highway. Even
though it has less of a park function, it still provides a green buffer
zone between a busy traffic section and the city.
The green-blue urban district structures are the larger public green
spaces that have water elements inside them and connect multiple
districts. One of these areas is the thesis site, located between the
districts Reyeroord and Hordijkerveld. These areas are considered to
be the large green wedges of IJsselmonde.
The green-blue neighborhood structure is the smaller version of the
one mentioned above. These public green spaces are located within
neighborhoods and form the smaller green wedges.
Road greenery is the green spaces alongside the roads IJsselmonde,
this is considered not to be interactive green space such as parks.
Neighborhood greenery are the public green spaces located in and
around neighborhoods. These are green spaces such as encountered in the building blocks as described before. Originally these
green spaces were meant for neighborhood activation, but failed
due to reasons explained earlier.
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Legend IJsselmonde
Infrastructure Landscape

Green-Blue Neighborhood Structure
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Figure 57.

Analyis of different forms of green space in IJsselmonde
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Infrastructure Network IJsselmonde
To understand the spatial layout of IJsselmonde, which van Drimmelen compared to a tree, it is important to look at the infrastructure
network. On this map you can see the most important connections
that make up the urban fabric of IJsselmonde (figure 58). On this
map the abstract tree that van Drimmelen describes can also be recognized.
An important thing to note are the green arrows for the green wedges. In the legend it is mentioned that these represent the ambition
of changing the orientation of neighborhood dividing to neighborhood connecting green spaces. An important change from the original plans for these spaces. This change in orientation could lead to
a more active use of the green spaces
The current cycling network could also be improved upon. As it stands
the current cycling network does not support many safe routes (for
both cyclists and pedestrians) inside the public green spaces and on
the south side of IJsselmonde. This is also a problem encountered
in the chosen thesis site. Complaints have been launched by locals
regarding the unsafe conditions of cyclists using pedestrian paths in
the green wedge. This is leading to issues because the paths in these
areas are not wide enough to accompany both.
Another noteworthy connection is the old dyke structure that is still
present in the city. Van Drimmelen’s attempts to remove this dyke
were met with fierce resistance, hence this historical dyke still remains an element of IJsselmonde (SteenhuisMeurs, 2019). Opportunities could be explored to establish better connections with this
dyke.
Another inspirational element that could be replicated in other areas of IJsselmonde is that of ‘Rondje Stadionpark’. This is a recent
addition to the urban structure of IJsselmonde and is an interactive route for pedestrians that leads them around the north-west
part of IJsselmonde. This part of IJsselmonde is dedicated to sports
and is home to the stadium of Feyenoord. This route is therefore
also sports themed. Such themed routes could also be implemented elsewhere in IJsselmonde, possibly connecting the green wedges
or the historical dyke structure, giving these routes themes such as
nature or history.

Legend IJsselmonde
Important Cycle Routes
Ambi�on for Inward Orienta�on of
‘Groene Scheggen’ and Neighbourhoods
Rondje Stadionpark
Main Car Routes
‘City centre’ of IJsselmonde

N
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Train Tracks
Kadaster, Esri, HERE, Garmin, INCREMENT P, USGS

00 0,130,13
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Figure 58.
This map shows the analysis of important cyclist routes and the ambition of the municipality for changing the orientation of the green wedges. On this map other structural elements can be seen that form the backbone of
IJsselmonde. These are important elements such as the historical dyke structures that remains prominent in the city, the
city center ‘ring’ and the train connection that flanks IJsselmonde on the east.
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Spatial analysis Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord

This chapter will discuss the spatial analysis of the chosen thesis
site; Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord. Specifically, this spatial analysis was
conducted in order to understand the spatial qualities of the thesis
site and what elements are at play in the current situation. First the
tree situation will be discussed. This is based on a tree inventory
the author received from the municipality of Rotterdam. Second
a space-mass analysis will be discussed. This analysis was used to
identify what the current spatial composition of the site is. As part
of this analysis sightlines and accessibility to the site were also researched. Third, a picture walkthrough of the site is presented. In
this walkthrough important elements are highlighted that are relevant to the site.

Tree Inventory Analysis Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord
Thanks to J. Boersma of Gemeente Rotterdam the author was able
to obtain a (mostly up to date) map of the current tree situation on
the thesis site (figure 60). From this map it can be learned that there
are multiple more dominant species to be encountered on the site.
The four most present are: Quercus Robur, Alnus Glutinosa, Betula
Pendula and Acer Platanoides. Alongside the water’s edge mostly
Betula Pendula and Alnus Glutinosa can be found.
As can be seen there is also trees not identified on this map. Due to
a lack of time and resources the author did not have the means to
identify all trees present on site. It can however be mentioned that
in the bottom corner, South-East of the site, is mostly covered by
Salix.

Querqus Robur

Betula Pendula

Alnus Glutinosa

Acer
Platanoides

Tilea Europaea

Other than the trees within the green wedge, this map also provides
some insight on the trees located in the courtyards of the building
blocks. These mainly consist of Tilea Europaea and Malus Domestica
can also be found here.
Fraxinus
Excelsior

Fagus Sylvatica

Ulmus Minor

N

Malus
Domestica

Figure 59.
Overview of the most predominant
trees on the site (Meye.dk, 2022)
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Figure 60.
Tree inventory of the site, provided
by Gemeente Rotterdam (2022)

Space-mass, Sightline
Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord

And

Accessibility

Analysis

The next part of the spatial analysis of the thesis site discusses multiple elements related to the spatial composition. Starting with the
space-mass analysis (figure 61). As can be seen on the map there
are some large elements of mass. These mostly consist of groups of
trees spread across the site. These tree groups are very dense (as
can be seen in the next part of this analysis, the photo walkthrough)
and raise some issues in regards to the feeling of safety. Because of a
lack of maintenance these green areas have become overgrown and
restrict vision and create dark places.

Legend Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord
Mass Blocks
Sightlines
Points of Access for Site
Secondary Roads

Main Roads

Further elements of mass are of course the buildings (not accounted
for in this map), but also the playground area in the southern part
of the site. This island is a privately owned area in the public green
space. The island is densely populated with trees, creating a green
covering wall around the edges.
Another mass element that can be considered is the water. Because
the area is designated as a water retention and sewer overflow area,
there is a large water body located along the center of the space.
As a further addition to the space-mass analysis the sightlines were
also taken into account for the site. Because of the many tree clusters some of the sightlines are limited. The ability to look far into the
green wedge is obstructed. Vision from the entry points is also very
limited, something that needs to be addressed in regards to safety.
In regards to accessibility of the site, there are multiple entry points
as well as different route types. In order to access the public green
space entry points are located on either side of the area. As will be
seen in the photo walkthrough, these entry points vary in width and
maintenance. For residents of the large apartment buildings on the
west side of the green wedge there is no direct entry on the side
of the public green space, as mentioned before they have to walk
around the entire building.
In regards to infrastructure there are primary and secondary roads
connected to the site. There are two primary roads that cross across
the site, these need to be kept in consideration. No direct routes that
connect the neighboring green wedges were identified. Something
that should be considered in the future. Additionally, the lack of a
direct connection to the city center from the Reyerdijk (southern
end of the site) is an accessibility issue that needs to be addressed.
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Figure 61.
This map is an analyses of the site Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord. This analysis focused on space and mass as
well as sight-lines and accessibility. This serves to give an impression of the current spatial situation of the site.
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Photo Impression Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord
In order for the reader to get a better impression of the site in question a photographical walkthrough will be presented (figure 62).
This walkthrough is meant to highlight important elements that are
relevant for this eventual design. Each picture will have a description
about why it is relevant.

View from one of the main entrances of the park. In the distance, overlooking the water,
tree clusters can be seen as well
as one of the apartment buildings.

Pictures taken from the main
road crossing the site. As can
be seen there is a barrier and
no easy entry onto the site from
here.

Inside one of the tree clusters
that are spread all over the site.
These clusters have become very
dense.

One of the banks in need of
maintenance. Possibilities arise
for natural banks instead of
wooden boarding.

One of the main paths on the
site. This is meant for pedestrians but recently a lot of bike
traffic is causing issues. Also the
overgrown state of the field can
be seen

Elephant path or ‘desire line’. Indicating there is a clear need for
new pathing on the site.

Oeverloos is a successful citizen
initiative that bring together locals for gardening and letting
their dogs play.

Youth ‘playground’ and skatepark. The state of this area is
dismal and very much lacking in
quality. Maintenance and reprogramming is recommended.
Pictures of the dead plint. As can
be seen by the overgrown bushes and broken window, this area
is in need of maintenance.

The sign read ‘Playground’, which
is to the author quite humorous
(and sad)
Figure 62.

Current situation case area (pictures by author)
The private playground which is
kept in a good state. Childeren
can come here if they pay.
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Actor analysis
participation

and

conditions

for

In this chapter the analysis that went into identifying the local actors
and conditions for participation will be discussed. As explained in
the methodology chapter, experts from the municipality of Rotterdam were interviewed. Their input, as well as further research lead
to an inventory analysis of local stakeholders and actors. First these
groups will be listed and explained in further detail; what is their
role and function on the site. Second these groups are categorized
as activators, users and administrators (as defined by Carr & Dionisio, 2017) and explained why these are identified as such. Third, the
conditions for successful participation on the site will be discussed.

•
•

•

•

Local Actor Analysis
As part of the analysis of this thesis it is important to take stock of
the various groups or actors that are present on and near the case
area. During interviews with experts from the municipality these
groups were identified. One of these experts is Ilona van der Laan.
Van der Laan is a neighborhood networker for Reyeroord and is a local (born and raised) of IJsselmonde. During the interview she talked
about the situation in IJsselmonde and especially Reyeroord (case
area) in regards to participation and activation. In her experience, as
well as her colleague Daan Vermeer, IJsselmonde is a difficult area
for participation because of a deep rooted mistrust locals have in
regards to the government. She muses that this is mostly due to the
lack of presence and attention the municipality of Rotterdam gave
to IJsselmonde and that has left scars.

•
•

Further research into the area yielded a few more (smaller) actors
that could play a meaningful role in the future of the case area.
•

When asked if she could provide an overview of the different groups
and actors in the case area this was met with a no. There has never been made a definitive list of all the different actors and groups
because it is very hard to do. The reason for this, according to Ilona
is that such a list would be too dynamic and bound to change every two weeks. During the interviews the experts were asked if they
could provide a few more permanent actors:
•

•

Reyeroord+: An experimental governmental organization
that plays a big role in facilitating change, co-creation and
participation within Reyeroord. Because of the big assignment of sewer renewal and water storage that is planned
for the area, Reyeroord+ creates the bridge between inhabitants and the municipality
Stadslab Lab Reyeroord+: This is part of the Reyeroord+ organization and is a physical place within the case area of this
thesis. The Stadslab is a container that part of the Reyeroord+ team uses to host events and workshops for locals to

provide input on matters or projects within Reyeroord.
Katholieke Basisschool Mr. Van Eijck: One of the elementary
schools located on the border of the public green space.
Christelijke Basisschool Beatrix: Across the street from
the previous elementary school. Ilona mentions that both
schools are important actors within the case area. The children are a substantial part of the users of the public green
space.
Lifetime Wellness: A wellness center that also specializes in
revalidation. A smaller actor within the area but Ilona mentions it seeks a better connection to the public green space
in order to do more outdoor exercises.
Oeverloos: An important actor, set up by residents. Oeverloos originally was set up as a solution to the rampant dog
poop problem in the public green space and as a meeting
place for locals. Oeverloos combines urban gardening with a
dog park. Ilona mentions that Oeverloos is popular amongst
the locals. This is also where the stadslab is located.
Speeltuin verenging Reyeroord: This is the large exclusive
playground in the area, to enter you have to be a member or
pay an entrance fee.
Verpleeghuis Aafje Smeetsland: Another large part of the
demographic that borders on the case area is the elderly.
Aafje is an elderly/nursing home and revalidation center located at the southern end of the case area.

•

•

De Nachtclub: An initiative that was started by the municipality where two social designers were asked to create a
small intervention that would improve the feeling of safety in Reyeroord. De Nachtclub provides a platform for locals
to speak their mind on the subject of safety or unpleasant
circumstances they witnessed in the area. The slogan of De
Nachtclub is ‘Een veilige plek voor onveilige onderwerpen’ (A
safe space for unsafe topics). Due to the success both social
designers went to carry on this project after the municipality
deemed it as complete.
Pit 010: Located further from the case area, closer to the city
center of IJsselmonde is Pit 010. This is a community center
for IJsselmonde, or as they call it the ‘buurt woonkamer’. Pit
010 offers a wide array of activities for locals to participate
in and provides an active foundation for further activation.
Veenoord School for Sport & Lifestyle: A vmbo highschool
located about 200 meters from the case area that focuses
on sport and lifestyle education. This is the only highschool
in the surrounding area of the case area. Taking into account
the possible teenage demographic to get involved in the

case area could lead to new insights.
As Ilona mentioned there is bound to be a lot more small actors
located around the case area, but it is hard to get a grip on these
as they tend to appear short lived. From a few initiatives that could
be found online usually have a lifespan of less than a year. An example of this would be the Radio Reyeroord+, a local radio station
that broadcasted podcasts on local stories. This radio station produced content between April 6th and the 22nd of December 2020
(7 broadcasts).
In order to answer the research question: Which present and potential groups represent the activators, users and administrators for the
green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord? The identified actors have to
be categorized as users, activators and administrators (figure 64).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reyeroord+ [Administrator]: Reyeroord+ as part of the Gemeente Rotterdam is clearly identifiable as an administrator
in this care area.
Stadslab Lab Reyeroord+ [Activator]: The Stadslab is identifiable as the activator part of Reyeroord+. The team of the
Stadslab often organize events in the Reyeroord area.
Katholieke Basisschool Mr. Van Eijck [User]: Bordering on
the edge of the case area this school can be identified as a
user.
Christelijke Basisschool Beatrix [User]: Same as above, both
schools are users of the area.
Lifetime Wellness [User]: Identified as a users, especially
since it was mentioned that they seek a better connection to
the case area to use it.
Oeverloos [Activator]: Oeverloos is identified as an activator
as it serves as a springboard for local activation by locals.
Speeltuin verenging Reyeroord [Activator]: Not as active as
Oeverloos but this actor does provide activation for the case
area, sometimes organizing events.
Verpleeghuis Aafje Smeetsland [User]: Elderly users bordering on the southern edge of the case area.
De Nachtclub [Activator]: Identified as an activator as this
project brings together locals to talk about safety in the
neighborhood.
Pit 010 [Activator]: Easily identifiable as an activator, Pit 010
pushes for activation with locals.
Veenoord School for Sport & Lifestyle [User]: Located further from the case area, but still could be incorporated as
users.
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Other than the actors there is also an active userbase that should be
discussed. These are non-organized groups or individuals that make
use of the public space. During multiple site visitations at different
hours, as well as engaging in conversations with encountered locals
multiple active user groups were identified:
- (School) children: Because of the close proximity of the two
elementary schools it was not surprising to encounter school
children playing in the southern part of the area, close to the
Speeltuin Vereneging.
-Elderly: The elderly of IJsselmonde make up a large part of the
population and the close proximity of the elderly care home
Aafje Smeetsland also made for this user group to be identified when visiting the area.
-Dog walkers: Throughout the area dogwalkers were encountered and a group was seated together near Oeverloos. not
surprising as Oeverloos is meant to facilitate a dog park for
owners.
-Young adults/Teens: This user group was encountered mostly
at the skatepark. When discussing the state of the area they
agreed that it is in poor condition and would like something
better
-Bike couriers: During the site visits it was noted that bike couriers tend to use the green wedge as a shortcut between
neighborhoods. This is technically not allowed as cyclists
don’t have access to the green wedge and the path structure
does not support cyclist and pedestrian.
-Joggers: Whilst not very common there were some people that
engaged in physical exercise whilst visiting the area. This was
however limited to jogging.
It is interesting to compare the users encountered on site with typical users described in literature. When looking at two important
authors on public space; William H Whyte’s The Social Life of Small
Urban Spaces (1980) and Jan Gehl’s Cities for People (2010), other
typical user can be identified that were not encountered during the
site visits or mentioned in the interviews. Such active users are:
- Office workers
- People coming for lunch
- Tourists
- Street food vendors
- Street musicians
- Beggars
- Window shoppers
- Market vendors
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The fact that these were not encountered during the visits can be
mostly accredited to the fact that there is not the programming or
infrastructure for these users to be in the space. There is no interesting, exciting public space for tourists to visit or for people to eat
their lunch. There is no commercial facilities in the area, nowhere to
grab a bite and sit. No sense of a vibrant and lively public space that
invites people in.

Offsite Actors

Stadslab

Figure 63.

Diagram of the locations of the actors
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• Verpleeghuis Aa�e
Smeetsland
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• Reyeroord+
• Gemeente Ro�erdam

Diagram of the identified users, activators and administrators from the

Conditions For Participation

Having identified which actors and the roles these have within the
context of Reyeroord allows for the third research question to be
answered.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, IJsselmonde is a difficult city
for participation. The deep rooted mistrust towards the government is a direct result from the absence of the municipality and
maintenance on the city. As van der Laan explains it, the people of
IJsselmonde are no longer used to co-create with the municipality
or even self organize certain interventions or activities. For IJsselmonde such actions are a rare phenomenon. It is interesting that
co-creation and participation is something that is done succefully
citywide in Rotterdam, whilst IJsselmonde is very resistant to this
process. For example, Vermeer mentions he has been interested in
working in another city district because the locals show much more
initiative and willingness for co-creation. And this is before any action put forward by the municipality.
If a participation project eventually does get started it remains a
struggle according to van der Laan. The process is slow and the team
from the municipality constantly has to make an effort to keep the
locals engaged. Lessons learned form the Reyeroord+ team are that
you cannot show up with a blank map and ask locals to let their
imagination run free, that doesn’t work according to van der Laan.
In order for participation to work in IJsselmonde a good structure
is needed. A minimum of 2 years beforehand a ‘starter phase’ is required in which the first conversations with locals need to be had
and inventories made. Guidance is needed during this phase. After
this initial phase structure needs to be maintained and when asking
for the input of locals, don’t show up empty handed. From the experience of van der Laan; the locals rather give feedback on premade
ideas instead of having to come up with their own new ones. Otherwise such a session will quickly grind to a halt.
Even though participation and co-creation are difficult things to
achieve in IJsselmonde, the network of locals that are invested in
such projects is a reliable one, according to van der Laan. People
that are excited for Reyeroord+ are solid building blocks for future
participation, these are the locals that can produce momentum in a
neighborhood and can be considered activators.
Further reading about conditions for participation suggests that for
successful participation the process is required to be transparent,
flexible and to have open regulations (Bylund & Riegler, 2020 p.58).
As temporary initiatives tend to be limited by rigid regulations there
needs to be a more flexible and open framework. Local urban administrations or intermediaries should take the role of the facilitator
and broker between different actors to ensure the safety of the proj-

ect and maintenance etc. while the co-creative factor contributes
to the shared ownership of the people and organisations involved
(Bylund & Riegler, 2020 p.58). Clear communication of the local
administration on what objectives, including future scenarios and
the definition of co-responsibility is essential in order to facilitate
co-creative temporary projects (Bylund & Riegler, 2020 p.58). This
of course resembles the ideas put forward by Carr & Dionisio (2017)
on the role of activators, users and administrators.
An interesting bit of information that came up during the interview
with Daan Vermeer was the public that attended co-creation events
organized by Reyeroord+. According to Vermeer these were often
younger families with higher education or elderly people. He noted an absence of immigrants or the working class prevalent in IJsselmonde. When asked if he knew why this happens he could only
speculate on the reason. According to Vermeer this might be because young families and the elderly might have more time on their
hands whilst the working class is more concerned with their jobs.
Vermeer does mention it came as a surprise to him that the attendance to co-creation workshops was not very diverse.

Conclusion Actor Analysis And Participation Conditions
In this chapter two research questions have been discussed, both
an actor network inventory was made and the conditions for participation were analysed. In short, IJsselmonde is a difficult place
for participation. During the interviews with local experts it became
apparent that the locals of IJsselmonde appear to be resistant to the
participation and co-creation efforts of the municipality of Rotterdam. The team of Reyeroord+ is trying to bridge the gap between
locals and the municipality and take away the mistrust towards the
government. But these scars heal slowly.

IJsselmonde are that of constant monitoring, active engagement
and coming prepared, that is to say with concrete plans and drawings, when hosting participation meetings.
Conditions for participation per group :
Activators: Active engagement and maintenance of the activator
network is required to keep the momentum going for this group. If
not attended things will fizzle out. Support from the municipality
should also be considered, be this financial or publicity support.
Users: This group requires an environment where they feel welcome and feel like they can trust government officials. It will take
time to ease the mistrust, but by active engagement and transparency this can be achieved. Presenting possibilities and opportunities for the public space also goes a long way in getting this group
excited for the future.
Administrators: Current administrators are already invested in
the activation of IJsselmonde, but could achieve more if there was
more budget and a bigger team.
It also became apparent that the average audience for such participation sessions mainly consists of young families and the elderly.
Not surprising since this confirms the previously identified actor
groups, these mostly being schools and the elderly care institute.
How to expand this audience to appeal to a wider userbase, the
working class and immigrant population of IJsselmonde, is up for
speculation and would require further (social) research, which falls
outside of the set scope of this research.
IJsselmonde is a difficult district of Rotterdam for participation, but
with enough effort and resources this process can gain a foothold
and work towards bridging the divide between locals and the government.

As for the local actor network in Reyeroord a list was made compiled
of important actors near to the case area of this thesis. These actors
were then categorized in the three groups: Users, Activators and Administrators. As defined by Carr & Dionisio (2017). Other than the
governmental administrators, the case area houses multiple large
actors, most notable being the schools and elderly population and a
few activators that could play a meaningful role in future activation.
There is also an active userbase that should be considered, consisting of : (school) childeren, elderly, joggers, dog walkers, young
adults/teens and bike couriers
Having identified the actors and their respective roles the next step
was to review the conditions that are needed for these groups to
participate in the process of activation. During the interviews it became clear that the process of participation is a high maintenance
one for IJsselmonde. The conditions for successful participation in
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Testing Preliminary Toolbox

In this chapter the testing of the preliminary toolbox will be discussed. The preliminary toolbox was tested through three separate
workshops with three experts of the municipality of Rotterdam.
First, the setup of these workshops will be briefly explained in further detail. Second, the two concepts models that were made for
the workshops will be explained in detail. Third, results of the workshop will be discussed. Finally some closing thoughts on this process
will be given

Workshop Setup
In order to test the preliminary toolbox, two concept designs have
been made exploring different scenarios for activation. These two
concept designs will be explained in further detail on the following
pages. This chapter will elaborate on the three workshops that were
organized with experts of the municipality of Rotterdam in order to
conduct an expert judgment. These workshops were separate sessions with each expert, following the same setup.
The goal of these workshops was to present two concept designs to
experts that work within the area of IJsselmonde in order to gauge
their reactions and register their feedback on the ideas for activation through flexibility.
On the right side of this page some screenshots of this board have
been added to get an idea of the setup (figure 65). Because of the
size of these boards the images had to be reduced in order to fit this
page, thus resulting in reduced readability. In order to overcome this
problem, a QR code has been added that can be scanned, this will
take the reader to the digital template version of the Miro board
(figure 66).

Figure 66.
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Scan for detailed version of the miro board
Figure 65.

Snapshot of the Miro boards of the workshop

Concept design 1
‘Active plinth and green connections to the surrounding neighborhood’
The first concept design that was made in order to test the toolbox is
a design that focuses on activating so called ‘dead plinths’ (figure 67).
The ground floor sections of apartment buildings (portiekflats) that are
common alongside the west edge of the thesis area. The second important starting point in this concept design is the blue-green connection or
‘anchors’ that are established, reaching out and connecting surrounding
neighborhoods. Both elements were included with the idea of providing
something that activates (the active plinth) and something that connects
(the green anchors).
The active plinths provide a staging ground from which programming can
be launched that provides an active zone along the center of the area. By
establishing a main route perpendicular to these plinths a direct northwest connection (IJsselmonde city center – Reyerdijk) can be achieved
that houses an active program alongside it. This area has been marked
with a yellow tint and should be considered as spaces for temporary,
pop-up or unscheduled uses.
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The active plinths can house functions like local cafe’s, shops, event
spaces and other temporary functions. By keeping the programming of
these plinths temporary, the idea of various activities and functions that
change over time can be reinforced. Some of the plinths could be used
for longer term projects such as housing after-school care and a daytime
activity center for the elderly. Both are actor groups that are presently
connected to the thesis area (two schools and an elderly care house).
As for the green anchors part of this concept design, these are meant to
establish a physical connection to the wider neighborhoods that border
on the site (whilst the active plinth could possibly be seen as a mental
connection). By creating green-blue tendrils that reach into the neighborhoods the site is extended and provides new approaches towards the
site. These green-blue tendrils are inspired by the similar structures encountered in Spoorpark Tilburg. These green-blue tendrils will be sloping
environmentally friendly banks (natuurvriendelijke oevers). Whilst providing additional new ecosystems to be established along these banks,
new spatial experiences are also generated when walking alongside such
banks.
Furthermore changes have been made to the existing programming on
site, as an example the location of Oeverloos has been swapped with the
current (poorly maintained) area for teenagers/skatepark in order to give
Oeverloos more room to grow. The new skatepark area has also been
imagined, providing a much needed renewal of such an area. Some areas
for rest and relaxation have also been included and there is an addition
for outdoor calisthenics.
The overall programming of the site is based on recreational and ecological values. This choice was made in order maintain the original idea
of the function of the green wedges; have these be ‘wild’ green active
spaces where people come to exercise, play or relax.
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Figure 67.
Concept design 1 ‘Active plinth and green connections to the surrounding neighborhood’ (no scale bar is included
as this is a conceptual model)
?
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Figure 68.
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Concept Design 2
‘Waterside activation’
The second concept design focuses on a different aspect that is present in and around the site; water (figure 69). One of the main reasons that Reyeroord is currently getting a lot of attention from the
municipality is the renewal of the sewer system and expanding the
capacity for water retention. That is why this concept design aims to
create an interesting waterfront in order to activate the site. By expanding the current water elements to be wider, more water could
be stored and alongside it a boulevard can be established. Along this
boulevard a program can be planned to create an interesting route
along the water. By centralizing the program around the water, the
focus of the site becomes inward oriented, centred around the water and boulevard.
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Another change that comes with expanding the water is the creation islands. This idea was inspired by the current playground on
the west end of the site, this being an island. By repeating this form,
a spatial pattern can be established. Each island can house different
functions such as sports, rest areas, communal farming etc.
As mentioned, along the boulevard will be the programming of this
concept design. The boulevard acts as the backbone onto which
different program elements are linked. Communal areas and quays
form gathering spots for locals to engage in activities, whilst across
the water multiple different functions can be found. As mentioned
before the islands host these different functions.
The boulevard is aimed to be a shared space, here pedestrians and
cyclists share the same road to traverse. This is made possible by the
width of the boulevard, allowing for both parties to easily coexist in
the same space without interfering. Other than the main boulevard,
a systems of secondary roads has also been established that allow
visitors to engage with the park space on different routes than the
boulevard. These secondary roads are much more winding that the
straight boulevard.
This concept model also expands the amount of greenery that is
present on the site. If this were to be done, a better policy for maintenance would be required in order to keep this tidy. Lest it become
as overgrown as the current state of the greenery.
Along the east bank of the water multiple places have been made in
order to interact with the water. These small urban beaches allow
users to relax in the public green space whilst being close to the
cooling water. By expanding the waterways other water related activities also could become more prevalent such as kayaking or other
small boats.
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Figure 69.
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Workshop Notes

the story and program of the site.

What works, what doesn’t work and how to make it work?

Connection city center and Reyerdijk: Another important connection that need to be established is that between the city center
and the Reyerdijk. This is the north to south connection that goes
through the site. This connection needs to be well designed and
there is the question of where the entrance should be of the site.

The following part delves into the responses received during the
workshops in which the two concept designs were presented to experts from the municipality of Rotterdam. These two concept models were meant as a test for the preliminary toolbox, exploring two
different scenarios of activation through flexibility. Each concept applied different elements of the toolbox, as can be seen below each
model.
Because these are only conceptual models, these should be interpreted as ideas or scenarios for possible means of activation. Spatial
interventions are easier to confer in models, whereas process and
organizational components are much harder to convey in a drawing.
Nevertheless, process and organizational elements have been added to these models. These elements consists of such things as: the
engagement with locals, actors and other parties, but also the topic
of temporary leases or accounting for daily needs and activities. In
order for both models to work there will need to be a robust system
for co-creation on the site, especially in the case of IJsselmonde.
During the workshops the experts provided feedback on the two
models in regards to what works, what doesn’t and what would be
needed to make it work. These comments have been summarized
below.
Active Plinth: Positive reactions from workshops. It is important
to note that for IJsselmonde specifically there is a lot of vacancy of
shops. Therefore it is important to start on a small scale and gradually let the concept grow with the locals. Another note is that an
active plinth could lead to some nuisance with other residence, but
that is something that has to be considered at the time.
Boulevard: From the workshops it became clear that a good main
route through the area is important. The recommendation came to
link the site programming to this route. This main route also needs
to feel safe at all times, this can be achieved by adding lights, clear
view-sheds and an active userbase. When combining program and
route together it is also important to take into account the safety of
foot traffic and cyclists, make sure there is enough room for both
parties when creating a shared space.
(Green) Anchors into the neighborhoods: A very important concept. By having a good connection with bordering neighborhoods
should lead to better spatial and social cohesion in and around the
site. For IJsselmonde specifically it was suggested to make use of
the ‘buurt tuinen’ (communal gardens that are part of apartment
complexes) that border on the site. Have these play an active role in

Oeverloos: The idea of expanding Oeverloos has potential but it is
important to take into account that this is very much a project organized by and for locals. Therefore it would be a bad idea to impose
large changes from the municipality, especially when trust is already
low towards the municipality. A good approach would be to suggest
that if desired Oeverloos can expand and get more room in the new
design.
Green water storage/retention: Positive reactions during the workshop, adds quality and ecological diversity to the site.
Plazas: Sceptical reactions for the chosen area of IJsselmonde, mostly due the lack of current engagement of the space from locals. Furthermore it was mentioned that there should be a limited amount
to these plazas as to avoid empty spaces that will never be used.
New buildings that can be rented temporarily: Sceptical reactions
again regarding the circumstances of IJsselmonde. Current vacancy
also does not help. The suggestion was made to instead focus on the
active plinth and not add new buildings.
Activities with water: The water quality of IJsselmonde is to bad for
any direct activities with water such as swimming. This is due to the
fact the water is part of a sewer overflow system. Activities alongside the water are of course possible, small boats are also an option.
Reducing overgrown greenery: Very important to maintain for safety. It was mentioned that it is important to not completely remove
said overgrown green completely.

Walking alongside open water: During workshops it was mentioned
that safety is important for this, include green banks as a buffer.
Active/sport space for youth: Positive reactions during workshop
Dog walking area: During workshop it was mentioned that this is
very important to the locals. One of the main reasons why Oeverloos came into existence. Very important to include and connect to
Oeverloos.

Closing Thoughts Workshop
The workshops resulted in new insights regarding how to refine the
initial toolbox and how to move forward with the main design of
this thesis. The experts shared their ideas on which elements of the
concept designs they thought would be worth pursuing and which
would need extra attention, or downright wouldn’t work. These new
insights will be adapted and incorporated into the refined toolbox.
Both concept designs had parts that were received positively and
will likely return in the main design phase. Such elements are the
active plinth, large main boulevard onto which activities are related
and green anchors connecting the surrounding neighborhoods to
the park.
Elements that were not received as well are things such as multiple plaza’s in the park (main reason for being cautious of this being
lack of use), removing existing greenery completely, direct interaction with the water (due to IJsselmonde having a bad water quality,
mostly sewer drainage) and moving/expanding Oeverloos too much
(Oeverloos has been a slow process, grown by local initiative).
Most of the feedback received during the workshops by the experts
is often site specific related and therefore careful deliberation is
needed on how this will reflect on the refined toolbox. How this will
be done is explained in the following chapter.

Cyclists and pedestrians: Site specific this is currently a big problem due to the lack of accommodating infrastructure. Therefore an
important element to take into consideration. A solution could be a
shared space, however it is important that such a space has to be
safe and wide to accommodate both parties.
Rest/quiet areas: important to include in the design.
Connection to existing groups close to the site: Groups like schools,
retirement homes etc. that are relatively close or bordering on the
site should have a better connection to the site. Site specific for IJsselmonde there are such groups that have the ambition to have better integration into the park.
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Refined Toolbox

This chapter will sum up the changes that have been made and the
additions from outside of the literature that have been incorporated
in the refined toolbox. For those inclined to read the full extent of
the changes, these can be found in the annex of the thesis.
As a result of the workshops presented in the previous chapter the
preliminary toolbox was refined. The new insights that were obtained are reflected in this refined version, to be later incorporated
in the main design of this thesis. As some of the comments left by
experts during the workshops were very site specific, some time was
spent on deliberating on how or if these could be translated to a universal tool or rule. In short, some of these made it into the toolbox,
whilst others were too site specific and had no general application.
Those that made it into the toolbox will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.
As for the revision, some parts of the toolbox have been removed,
some have been combined and others are completely new. All elements of the refined toolbox have also appended comments and
boundary conditions going into further details of things to keep in
mind while working with the toolbox. These comments and boundary conditions help the reader or user better understand how the
toolbox can be used and it is advised to read these in order to understand its workings and thought processes.

Tools, rules + considerations

Fixed elements counterbalanced by
popup elements

‘Fixed elements counter balanced by popup elements’ has been
removed completely as it did not add anything to the toolbox
Added new consideration ‘Connect the site physically and mentally to the wider spatial context’. This new consideration
came forth from the workshops and concept designs and
deals with anchoring the site in the wider spatial context.
‘Fixed and flexible elements’ design principle completely removed as it is covered by ‘versatility’ and ‘reconfigurability’.

Furthermore alongside tools and rules a new category has been
added; considerations.
Tools: These are physical interventions
Rules: These are conditional elements in order to make the design
work
Considerations: These are elements that are not conditional but remain important to consider during the process.

Consider temporary boundaries
during events

Removed ‘Consider temporary boundaries during events’ (tool)
as this is assumed to already happen during events and
therefore is not needed in this toolbox.

This addition stemmed from the reflection post workshops on the
two categories (tools and rules) and the conclusion that a category
was needed that fits between the two. As considerations are neither
conditional nor physical interventions.
The following are the most noteworthy changes the reader should
know:
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Added new rule ‘Create places or activities that can be used
unprogrammed’, previously not included in the toolbox

Conclusion Refined Toolbox
This chapter is the summation of the most important changes to the
refined toolbox. After the workshops it was possible to reflect on the
preliminary toolbox and review how the tools and rules that were
extracted from the literature hold up to expert judgment. It was
learned that some tools and rules were very comparable in nature,
whilst others were excessive. It is also noteworthy to mention that
new parts were added to the toolbox that originate from outside
of the used literature. These elements pertain to insights obtained
from the workshops and the designing process. Another addition
was that of considerations, next to tools and rules. Considerations
fit between tools and rules, as these are not conditional nor physical
interventions.
The following pages will showcase the refined toolbox.

Added new rule ‘Couple activities to the main route’. This new
rule came forth from workshops and adds to the critical
mass of the site.

The next step is to apply this refined toolbox during the main design
of this thesis and afterwards reflect and discuss the viability of the
toolbox. During the discussion chapter of this thesis a more in depth
discussion will be had on if this toolbox achieved the set out goal
of becoming a toolbox for flexible design, or if it ended up being a
toolbox for good site design.

Approach: Improve the feeling of safety
Tool/Rule/
Consideration

Description
Tidy up overgrown green to
improve safety and visibility

Eyes on the park

Improve visibility from the
inside and outside of the
site.

Boundary Condition: The existing conditions of the
site do need to lend itself for such an increase of
visibility.

Locals engage in the space
and provide passive social
safety

Provide additional light
sources in the public space

Boundary Condition: The main route through the
site should always be well lit and feel safe at all
times.

Provide shelter for rain and
sun

Revised toolbox approach: Improve the feeling of safety

Comment: Existing green elements are often appreciated by locals. Therefore it is important not to
completely remove such elements from the site.

Boundary Condition: Locals have to be invested
and interested in the space in order for there to be
active engagement. Incentive locals to engage in
the space, give them a reason to be there. There
must be something to experience

Facili�es for good
and bad weather

Figure 71.

Boundary Condition/Comments

Comment: Shelter is important for daily use, unrelated to what kind of weather it is. It is important to
note that these shelters could lead to loiterers and
a feeling of unsafety. Communal buildings are also
capable of providing shelter during sunny and rainy
weather.
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Approach: Facilitating flexibility in a public space
Tool/Rule/
Consideration

Description

Versa�lity

Reconﬁgurability

?
?

?
?
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Figure 72.

?

Revised toolbox approach: Facilitate flexibility in a public space

Boundary Condition/Comments

Provide seating elements
that can be used in a variety of ways.

Boundary Condition: Such seating elements should
also take bad and good weather into account. Do
these provide a form of shelter against the elements?

Include movable street
furniture.

Comment: This is very much detail level designing.
Movable furniture does provide a lot of self agency,
which can foster daily use. Furthermore movable
street-furniture should be robust (vandal-proof)

Include ‘chambers’ or
‘plots’ in the park structure
aimed to host different
activities during a year.

Boundary Condition: Involve already active locals
during the early stages of activating these plots.
This showcases potential, encourages later growth
and ensures a good start.

Take into consideration
that temporary projects
are subject to change over
time

Boundary Condition: In order for temporary projects to work there needs to be a good system that
keeps on stimulating active change within the project area. Preferably a group of locals maintain and

Approach: Facilitating public use: design and activity
Description

Boundary Condition/Comments

Design for
unscheduled uses

Create places or activities
that can be used unprogrammed

Comment: By providing places or activities that
can be used unprogrammed gives locals a reason
to come to the site without a preplanned activity
in mind. This can lead to a sense of familiarity and
attachment.

Include bordering
neighborhoods
into the site

Connect the site physically
and mentally to the wider
spatial context

Tool/Rule/
Consideration

Couple activities to the
main route

Provide opportunities for
less mobile people to engage in the space

Permeability and
the right to
choose

Relate entrances to existing
regional connections

Include the choice of soft
and hard routes

Provide plenty points of
entry as well as choices of
routes

Figure 73.

Revised toolbox approach: Facilitating public use: design and activity

Comment: By actively including neighborhoods that
border on the site cohesion between the two can
be established. By having parts of the site extend
into the neighborhood you anchor the site into the
spatial context
Comment: By coupling activities to the main route
through the park ensures better accessibility and
logic to the overall structure of the site.

Boundary Condition: Have this not only reflect in
the routing, but also reflect it in the programming.
Couple this rule to the idea of well accessible entries
and short distances relative to user groups such as
elderly and less mobile users.
Comment: By relating entrances to existing regional
connections the sites becomes better established in
the wider surrounding spatial framework.

Boundary Condition: The main route should always
feel safe at all times.

Boundary Condition: Couple these points of entry
and routes to logical locations where the site connects to neighboring neighborhoods or infrastructure
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Facilitating public use: design and activity
Tool/Rule/
Consideration

Segmenta�on of
certain
ac�vi�es

Legibility

Figure 74.
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Revised toolbox approach: Organizing a flexible public space

Description

Boundary Condition/Comments

Create low borders separating certain activities

Comment: Not applicable to all cases. Is only relevant when there is not enough room in the public
space to reliably separate activities. The applied use
would be to create a multi functional space.

Couple activities relative to
vicinity on site

Boundary Condition: It is very important to analyze
the spatial context of the case area in order to glean
places of opportunity.

Include highly graphic design or eye-catchers

Boundary Condition: These graphic elements do
need to serve a purpose, do not include them only
to ‘fluff ’ a design. Couple such graphical elements to
highlight certain routes through the site or important ecological highlights. Use it to guide activation.

Organizing a flexible public space
Tool/Rule/
Consideration

Community
engagement

Description

Boundary Condition/Comments

Have a neighborhood networker that interfaces with
locals

Comment: A neighborhood networker can be a
valuable asset in regards to bridging the gap between locals and the municipality. This should be a
person that is invested in the success of the neighborhood.

Take into account daily
needs/activities locals

Comment: It is important to account for daily users
of the site. If done correctly this generates place attachment for locals and a reason for them to engage
in the space.

Encourage local experimentation with funding

Experimental
nature, room for
failure

Users, ac�vators
and administrators

Minimalist regulatory framework

Figure 75.

Keep in consideration that
experimental projects can
fail

Engage local actors in the
process

Reduce the amount of high
level bureaucracy involved
in the process of activation

Boundary Condition: Conditions for this have to be
right. If there is no traction for this initiative, an analysis is needed why there is no interest, and how to
possibly generate it. This in order to save time and
resources.
Boundary Condition: There should be a process that
can be started after the failure or success of a project in order to learn from it for future reference.

Boundary Condition: It is beneficial to have invested local actors to be the exemplar when starting
this process. Such an example can generate traction
much faster. A well established stakeholder network
is needed for this
Boundary Condition: This option becomes available
only after a well functioning framework is established
in order for this to work. Otherwise if left unchecked
this movement can quickly run out of steam.
A strong local networks is needed to support this.

Revised toolbox approach: Organizing a flexible public space
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Organizing a flexible public space
Tool/Rule/
Consideration
Temporally
limited tenancies

Public democra�c
life

Public
par�cipa�on and
involvement
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Description
Incentive temporary tenancy by providing a framework and subsidies

Ensure private commercial
activity does not become
dominant

Assist in establishing a local
identity that inhabitants
can be proud of
Organize participation
events with locals

Boundary Condition/Comments
Boundary Condition: Before implementing temporary tenancy opportunities, an analysis should
be made of the current conditions of commercial
institutes in the area. If there is a lot of vacancy the
chances of success for temporary tenancy should
be reevaluated.
Boundary Condition: A close eye should be kept in
regards to the development of such activities in order to ensure the system is not being exploited.

Comment: Having locals be proud of their local identity can be a powerful thing. By having a strong place
attachment locals will be more invested in ensuring
their neighborhood remains successful.
Comment: Such events are needed to get input from
locals and gain their trust.

Main Design

Design Goals

This chapter will elaborate on the main design that has been made.
This design is meant to be a showcase of the practical application of
the refined toolbox and is to reflect the lessons learned during this
research process. The following pages will showcase the flexible design that has been made in order to activate the public green space
Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord. First, three main core themes of the design will be introduced. These are three elements that are inspired
by site specific conditions and form the foundation for the application of the toolbox. Second, insight will be given into which parts of
the toolbox were used for this case. Hereby explaining which spatial
interventions are proposed and how organizational aspects are envisioned for this design. Third, the design (figure 79) will be elaborated upon on a detailed level with sections, a detail design and
renders.

Core Themes Main Design
In order to explain the design, three simple diagrams are presented
on this page that pertain to the core themes that inspired this design.

Figure 76.

•

Activate public green space Hordijkveld-Reyeroord through flexible design

•

Establish new connections with surrounding neighborhoods,
hereby changing the original ‘closed’ orientation of the green
wedge.

•

Expand water retention capacity and establish nature inclusive
sloping banks.

•

Provide new spatial element that contribute towards the programming of the green public space.

•

Establish a primary route throughout the green wedge, making a
direct connection with the city center and the countryside.

New connections with extended neighborhood and green wedges

The first of these diagrams shows how this design will establish new
connections with the extended neighborhood around the site (figure 76). Where previously the site was poorly integrated in the wider spatial context of Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord, this design aims to
anchor this site within the neighborhood and other green wedges.
By establishing new lateral connections and connections towards
the city center, the site becomes much more accessible and integrated within the spatial context.
The second diagram shows the idea of activation along the center of
the site (figure 77). Where in the current situation the site is largely given over to rampant grass and weeds growth, this new design
aims to make use of this space. By establishing an active zone, a clear
area for programming and activation becomes available. This makes
it easier to concentrate means of activation in one area, whilst keeping other areas of the site available for other uses.

Figure 77.

Active zone along the center

The third diagram shows the idea of the active plinths (figure 78).
Previously shown in one of the concept models presented in this
thesis, the active plinth makes its return. Due to positive reactions
and the potential that it offers, this idea has been expanded upon.
The active plinth shares a direct connection with the aforementioned active space and offers an unique flexible framework for al
sorts of activation. The existing structure of these plinths offers a
great foundation for future experimentation with flexible functions
and temporary ownership.
Figure 78.

Active plinths
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Toolbox Elements Used In Main Design

Provide seating elements that
can be used in a variety of ways

Couple activities relative to
locations on the site

Include ‘chambers’ or
‘plots’ in the park structure
aimed to host diﬀerent
activities during a year.

Relate entrances to existing
regional connections

Regarding the spatial configuration of the design there are multiple elements that can be recognized. Seating elements
such as the wooden quays or shaded pavilions offer platforms that can be enjoyed in a manner of ways. A chamber
structure can be recognized along the central area of the site, between the main boulevard and the apartment buildings. This active zone is already subdivided into chambers by paths and tree groups. These ‘chambers’ can be used to
organize different activities during the year. Finally the aspect of moveable furniture can be recognized at the active
plinths. The vision for these is to have them be active buildings with flexible uses. These uses can range in a wide variety and provide the space with easily movable furniture such as chairs or tables.

Include (movable) street
furniture on site

The accessibility of the site has been improved by providing new means of entry onto the site, as well as new means
of moving through the space. In addition to increasing accessibility, thought has also gone into which activity or program element is located relative to the sur-rounding area. Examples of this are the addition of an outdoor sport area
near the two primary school and the Lifetime Wellness, or the expansion of Oeverloos to be at the heart of the site.

Provide plenty of points of entry
and choices of routes

In terms of the routing on the site there have been made some much needed upgrades to the current situation. In

Couple activities to the
main route

Incentive temporary
tenancy by providing a
framework and subsidies

Tidy up overgrown green to
improve visibility

Keep in consideration that
experimental projects can fail

Provide opportunities for less
mobile people to engage in the
space

Ensure
activity

private
commercial
does not become
dominant

Locals engage in the space and
provide passive social safety

Encourage local experimentation
with funding

its current state the green wedge Hordijkerveld suffers from bad connectiv-ity to the city center and lacks the road
support for both pedestrians and cyclists. Roads are small and badly maintained. In the new design thought went into
establishing a good connec-tion throughout the site with the connecting neighborhoods and the city center. Hereby
providing a 10m wide main route through the area which is considered to be a shared space for pedestrians and cyclists. Additional soft and hard routes have also been established alongside either sides of the site and offer different
spatial experiences.

Include ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ routes

Organize

participation
with locals

events

Provide shelter for rain and sun

Assist in establishing a
local identity that inhabitants can be proud of

Have a neighborhood
networker that interfaces
with locals

Provide additional light sources
in the public space

Connect the site physically
and mentally to the wider
spatial context

Engage local actors in the
process

Improve visibility from
the inside and outside of
the site.

The organization of engaging the locals in the activation of the public green space has been envisioned as a process
where through an accessible, subsidized framework of tenancy, locals can rent spaces in the active plinth. Hereby local actors are engaged in the activation process of the space and provide services by and for the neighborhood. This
would require a well-established and known network of local actors, therefore it is assumed that in the design there is
are neighborhood networkers that help in this process. Other than the active plinths there is also spaces like Oeverloos
and the ‘chambers’ alongside the main route. These are also consid-z to be part of the network of activating elements
on the site.
Safety was a big concern on the site. Issues with overgrown greenery, lack of good lighting and overall bad visibility led
to some unsafe feelings on the site. In order to overcome these prob-lems the design puts forward some simple solutions. By removing some of the greenery and adding abundant lighting throughout the area some of these issues are
alleviated. Further ac-tion would require strict maintenance of these areas and ensure the green areas don’t become
to overgrown. By having locals engage in the space through the new program passive social safety is generated and
with the open structure of the active plinths visibility into and out the site are also increased. The plinths and shaded
pavilions offer shelter for all kinds of weather.

Creating a sense of place attachment is an important factor if the prolonged lifespan and successful activation is the
goal of a site. Having locals be invested in the success of their neighborhood provides incentive for them to contribute.
For this design local experimentation is encouraged via the means of the plinths and the availability of the ‘chambers’
along the length of the site. On the plaza, located at the northern part of the site, an attempt was made to create an
eye-catching element that could possibly lead to locals knowing the history of the place they live in.

Daily and unprogrammed activities are important elements to include in the design. With the presented design there
is plenty of space for people to attend to their daily activities such as exercising, walking the dog etc. The experience
for such activities can be considered to be enhanced by the renewed design. The site also allows for unscheduled uses
to easily take place. Other than the active plinths there is a lot of room for people to perform unscheduled activities.
Take
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into account daily
needs/activities locals

Create places or activities
that can be used unprogrammed
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1

Main Design Walk through
The main design will be further explained in the following pages. The
design has been divided into multiple parts that will be elaborated
upon with sections and visualizations.

Part 1 Entrance And Shared Space Infrastructure
The first part of the design to be discussed is located at the northern
area of the site. This part is important as it forms the main connection from the city center all the way through the site and connects to
the Reyerdijk. It is also considered to be one of the main entrances
onto the site. In order to support that connection, proper infrastructure was needed. Therefore the decision was made to create a shared
space road with a width of 10m. As can be seen in section 1 (figure
121), this road provides enough room to easily supports pedestrians
and cyclists without fear of them colliding.

Figure 119.
Figure 118.

One of the entrances to the area

Example of a months programming for the area

Figure 120.

Section 1 location

As for the entrance, the decision was made to create an eye catching
entrances that clearly gives the impression of entering an area. The
chosen form for that entrance can be seen in figure 119. Multiple of
these entrances can be found alongside the main route through the
area when connecting to the larger roads.
Immediately upon entering the site from the northern entrance, a plaza is be encountered. This plaza and the interaction with the active
plinth and shared space can be seen on section 1 (figure 121). All sections show which materials are used as foundations. These are built
up from soil, sand, gravel and differing pavements such as asphalt or
flagstones for the roads and mowed grass for tertiary routes. Asphalt
is used for the main roads as these are to support the most traffic, cyclist and pedestrian. Around the plinths, a patterned pavement of tiles
is chosen. This is to support potential outdoor activities and enhance
the spatial quality of the space. On the plaza larger tiles are encountered as to support the potential markets or other activities that can
be hosted there.

Figure 121.

The plaza is meant to host multiple different events throughout the
year, dependent on the weather circumstances (figure 118). Currently
on the design it is shown in a market setup. The plaza also comes with
another eye-catcher (figure 122). A large central pump-jack monument and play element, as to remind people of the industrial heritage
and identity of IJsselmonde. Instead of oil, nowadays this pump-jack
pumps water, which can be enjoyed by all ages.
Other than the main route there is also secondary routes that allow for
movement through the site. To the right of the main route, across the
water such a road is encountered. Here visitors encounter the blue
green tendrils that make their way into the eastern neighborhoods.
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The tree selection that was chosen for this design is based on the species identified during the analysis chapter.
Figure 122.

Renders of the plaza

Section 1

3

Part 2 Central Zone And Water Interactions

2

Figure 124.
(Streetlife.nl)

The second part of the design to be discussed is located in a more
central position. Here multiple elements come together such as the
active zone along the main route, elements such as Oeverloos, the
renewed youth area and interactions with the water.
Section 2 shows a permanent fixture in the active zone that provides
shelter from the sun and rain (figure 125). This seating element is
a shaded pavilion that looks out over one of the chambers of the
active zone (figure 124). These shades are taken from Streetlife and
have been chosen for their versatility (Streetlife.nl, 2022). These
shades can be built in different configurations, using different materials.
On this section another active plinth can be seen (figure 125). This
time however, instead of a plaza, this plinth is used for a local restaurant with an outdoor terrace setup. This is to give an example of how
these spaces can be used.

Shaded seating area impressions

Figure 123.

Figure 125.

Section 2

Figure 126.

Section 3

Figure 127.

Picture of Oeverloos (author)

Section 2 & 3 location

Section 3 shows the new situation around the water retention zone
of the site (figure 126). Here it can be seen that new interactions in
and along the waterside can take place. The new sloping banks can
also be seen.
As mentioned Oeverloos and the youth area/skatepark (henceforth
active area) are also located in this central area. As Oeverloos is a
delicate situation in regards to its origin as a citizen initiative, this
design makes the suggestion for expansion. If given time and resources Oeverloos can become a central anchor for locals to spend
time gardening and coming together (figure 127).
The rundown area allotted to the youth of the neighborhood has
also seen some work. Where previously there was a decrepit skate
park and shed where teens and young adults had to make do this
design put in the effort to make something worthwhile and useable.
Along with a much larger skate area there is also a renewed basketball court and a calisthenics area. Figure 128 gives an impression of
how a quality area for teenagers can look.
Other elements to mention are the following:
Pump-track: A few meters from the active area, a brand new pumptrack has also been added to the site. Here sportive types can cross
around to their hearts content.
Outdoor school sport facilities: Since there are two schools and a
special revalidation gym located along the border of the site there
was the idea of providing an outdoor sport facility for these groups.
Here children from the schools as well as members of the revalidation gym can come for outdoor gym classes.
Figure 128.
Modern skatepark that is designed to provide a quality active
experience (Ubc-sustainable.net, 2022)
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Figure 129.

Night time render 1

Figure 130.

Night time render 2

This page shows some impressions of the design at night time. On
the map it can be seen that most of the lights have been concentrated along the main route of the site. Additional light sources have
been added in order to make secondary routes also feel safe.
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Figure 131.

Night time version of main design

Legend

Detail Design

Generation Garden

This and the following pages will present a detailed design of one of
the active plinths and surrounding area in order to give an impression of how such areas could work (figure 132). This detail design
also elaborates further on the new situation behind the apartment
buildings, as these have also seen a great deal of change. On this
detail map the impression can be seen of a setup where part of the
active plinth is dedicated to after school care and daycare for elderly.
Along with these functions a playground and a generation garden
have been designed as programming for these groups. This location
was chosen as zoom-in subject due to its close proximity to the two
schools and the elderly care home Aafje Smeetsland.
This generation garden is an area where elderly residents of the
neighborhood can come into contact with the younger generation
and do activities such as gardening, exercise, play games etc. Since
the elderly make up a large part of the population of the neighborhood and the presence of the elderly care home Aafje Smeetsland,
this area provides a meeting place. Much like the after-school care,
an idea was to provide a day care element for the elderly in the
same plinth as the after school care, as to bring the two generations
together.

Play Area

Active Plinth

9
Football Cage
Sitting Area

8

Entrance

5

Parking Spaces

10

4

On the backside of the apartment building a new situation has also
developed. Here effort was put towards redesigning this back area
in order to establish a better connection towards the neighborhood
and other green wedges whilst also improving the programming of
these spaces. Parking has also been improved in order to optimize
the flow of the space.

2

6

7
3

The tree selection that was chosen for this detail design is based on
the species identified during the analysis chapter.

1

On the following pages multiple renders can be seen that have been
made for the detail design. These renders serve as to give an impression of how these spaces could look and feel. The numbers on the
detail design offer a reference as to where each render is located.

N
Figure 132.

Detail design of one of the activated plinths
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Figure 133.

1. Render of a local restaurant function for the activated plinth

Figure 134.

2. Winter time impression of active plinth zone
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Figure 135.

3. Render of a pop-up store function for the activated plinth

Figure 136.

4. Render of renewed public space behind apartment building

Figure 137.

5. Render of renewed public space behind apartment building

Figure 138.

6. Render of one of the entrances to the site
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Figure 139.

7. Render of the generation garden

Figure 140.

8. Render of playground

Figure 141.

9. Render of playground

Figure 142.

10. Render of passage through active plinth
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Discussion

Through the theoretical framework and methods, this thesis aimed
to make a valuable contribution towards the academic realm of
landscape architecture. However, due to the nature of this thesis
time and resources were limited. Therefor certain quality standards
about what research should be and how it should be conducted to
qualify as research that contributes to enhancing any disciplinary
knowledge base have to be considered (van Den Brink et al., 2017,
p.13). Reliability and validity are two important quality standards
that have to be addressed. (van den Brink et al., 2017). Whilst literature has been used in order to establish the validity and reliability
of this thesis, it is important to assess in retrospect of this research.
The first step would be to look at this research in regard to a broader
context. Topics such as temporary urbanism and flexible design are
currently emergent popular topics within the literature, as can be
seen from the works of Bishop & Williams (2012), Bragaglia & Rossignolo (2021), Carr & Dionisio (2017), Lydon & Garcia (2015) and
Silva (2016).
Authors of the chosen literature range from all over the world, thus
possibly bringing local bias or conditions for success into their results that might not be relevant for other locations. An example of
this might be Bishop & Williams (2012), who had perhaps too much
confidence that temporary urbanism could a fix for all the urban
problems. Something that Bialksi et al. (2015) are critical of, putting into question the effectiveness for actual urban change, not just
quick fix solutions.
During the literature review it became apparent that temporary urbanism is seeing more practical application than flexible spaces. Authors as Silva (2016) and Lydon & Garcia (2015), as well as websites
such as pps.org (Projects For Public Spaces) give numerous examples
of temporary urbanism. Such projects seem to be popular in Latin
American countries, whereas compared to the Netherlands temporary urbanism doesn’t seem to be as popular comparatively. Future
research could be interesting investigating the acceptance and success rate of temporary urbanism projects compared between Latin
America and Western Europe.
Flexible design appears to still be limited mostly to the theoretical
realm and lacks a substantial knowledge base of practical application. One worthwhile example of bundled work for flexible design
is Ivers (2018).
The set scope of projects in the Netherlands was chosen because
this might best reflect the culture and circumstances of the case
area in IJsselmonde. The projects were also chosen because they
could easily be visited in person and observe their uses. Questions
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could be raised in regards to the reliability and validity of the chosen
scope and if it would be representative for other parts of the world.
The results of the best practice study served as a reliable foundation
in order to see if that what is presented in the literature is also reflected in reality and if applicable to the Netherlands.
Projects such as the Spoorpark in Tilburg might not be considered
to be a flexible space as initially defined in the thesis, being more
of a permanent addition to the urban weave of Tilburg. However,
this case does represent some core strategies and principles that
were obtained from the literature review. The same could be said
for Buurthaven.
For SRQ1 the snowball technique for the literature review provided
a lot of data, perhaps too much. This excessive amount of data did
lead to deviations from the initially set out research goal and had
to be reset multiple times. The second source analysis was less relevant for data on the case area of IJselmonde, as at that stage of
the research the focus was put on gathering general data on flexible
design and activation of public spaces. The second source analysis
however proved to be useful for the best practice study.
The results of SRQ 1 was a set of three approaches towards creating
a flexible design that aims to activate a public (green) space. Within
the wider theoretical framework of temporary urbanism and flexible design, this provided a useful array of literature that can be used
for quick referencing. The secondary result of SRQ 1 was an initial
toolbox for flexible design that examined if the found literature results is recognizable in realized projects, thus confirming if theory
holds up to practice.
The second and third research questions were both directed at the
analysis of the case area IJsselmonde to later be used to inform the
design question. During interviews with local experts of the municipality of Rotterdam, new insights were gained on the circumstances surrounding the chosen site. These circumstances mostly came
down to IJsselmonde being a very difficult city district for participation due to reason explained earlier. Other than this resistance,
the spatial quality of the site was also discussed. As explained in the
analysis chapter, the green wedge is in need of maintenance and
redesign.
Both the reliability and validity of these interviews can be put into
question, as this process only targeted sources from the municipality of Rotterdam and not locals from IJsselmonde. This was however a deliberate consideration since it was known that the locals
of IJsselmonde appear to be resistant and mistrusting towards the
municipality. Whilst this research was not conducted by the municipality, it does touch upon topics and motifs previously put forward
by this organization. Therefore in order to expediate the process

only interviews were had with government experts. These however
proved to be very knowledgeable, passionate and well integrated
into the local network. It is recommended for future research to include locals in this process.
The actor analysis can be considered limited. This is however also
the result of a lack of current available data on the actor network, as
confirmed by one of the experts of the municipality. During the interview the expert said that maintaining an updated actor network
is near impossible since it would change every two weeks. That is
why, even though the current actor analysis might seem superficial,
it does represent some major and consistent present actors in the
case area.
SRQ 3 provided useable data in regards to conditions for activation.
These conditions can also be linked to the theoretical framework
and literature from Silva (2016) and Lydon & Garcia (2015), such as
the notion that citizens become part of the process and solution, using local networks to identify problems. These conditions identified
in SRQ 3 could be applicable to other cases and therefore can be
considered to be relevant in wider academics.
Through answering all three SRQ’s enough data was collected in order to answer the design question. During the workshops with the
experts of the municipality feedback was provided regarding both
site specific requirements, as well as subjects related to the chosen
theoretical framework. This feedback was then used to either reinforce or debunk certain knowledge claims. Site specific feedback
confirmed some assumptions that were made during the spatial
analysis phase, mostly regarding to topics such as safety, maintenance and infrastructure. Results were used to create the refined
toolbox.
Instead of creating a fixed design solution, the toolbox is meant to
be the product of this thesis. In order to showcase the applicability
and feasibility of the toolbox it was used to create a main design for
the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord. During the design process new insights on the components of the toolbox emerged. In
order to have a successful activated flexible public green space it
is required to have a well-established and maintained network of
the neighborhood. It is key to establish such a network early as this
gives insight to the current condition and future ambition of a neighborhood. What are local problems? What would people like to see?
What are people willing to do? Having a well established local network is key in understanding these questions. Identifying who are
the activators, users and administrators allows for better organization of a public space and defining roles for activation. Having locals
involved early, have them become part of identifying problems and
becoming part of the solution, as put forward by Lydon & Garcia

(2015) and Silva (2016), can be a huge boost to regulating such a
space.

majority of this toolbox has been focused on activation through flexibility.

The spatial components of the toolbox vary in regards to how much
these relate to other literature on park design. For example, spatial
components such as increasing visibility, providing adequate lighting, spatial relation of entries and activities can also be recognized in
works such as Molnar (2015). In this book matters regarding the importance of spatial relation, orientation, personal needs etc. are also
discussed. Because this thesis deals with designing a public green
space there will always be some overlap with other ideas on park
design. This toolbox is meant to add to that knowledge, but also add
flexibility as a factor.

The final point of discussion is in regards to the main research question: Has this research been a valuable contribution towards the
activation of the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord through the
use of flexible spaces and tactical urbanism strategies and design
principles?

The refined toolbox is the result of extensive academic research and
research through design, combining both data in order to create a
comprehensive toolbox for the activation of public (green) spaces
through flexible design. This new toolbox should serve as a foundation for further research into the topic of flexible design of public
spaces and takes into consideration the different approaches prevalent in the process of creating such a space. These approaches cover topics like safety, activation, flexibility and management. Most of
these approaches find their origin in the works of Bishop & Williams
(2012), Bragaglia & Rossignolo (2021), Carr & Dionisio (2017), Ivers
(2018) Lydon & Garcia (2015) and Silva (2016), however these have
been altered to reflect the knowledge gained outside of the boundaries of established literature and be better adopted to real world
situations.
This does lead to the following question regarding the success and
general applicability of this toolbox: Is this toolbox a relevant addition towards the process of activation through flexible design or is it
merely a toolbox for good public space design?
This is a rather difficult questions as it could be argued that this toolbox holds merit for both applications. Due to its nature of attempting to activate public (green) spaces through the means of flexible
design, this toolbox could be regarded as one for public space design. However, where this toolbox sets itself apart, are the careful
considerations that went into the formulation and explanation of
the chosen approaches and subsequent design principles and strategies. This ultimately leading to concrete rules and tools for activation through flexible design. By conducting an extensive literature
review and research through design process, this toolbox has been
refined into something that specializes in activation through flexible
design. Examples of components for this would be the temporary
elements, experimental nature and orientation of programming.
There are of course elements that are also applicable for good public space design such as the approach regarding safety etc., but the

This research never had the goal of providing a fixed design solution
for the case area Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord. The goal of this thesis
was to research how flexible spaces and tactical urbanism strategies
could possibly activate the public green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord. As a result of this research, the delivered product of this
thesis is not a masterplan but a toolbox. Even though there is indeed
a main design for Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord, this design was meant
as a showcase of the applicability of the toolbox in regards to activation through flexible design. Regarding the context and condition of
the case area, as has been researched in the analysis and the toolbox that is rooted in academic knowledge, this thesis argues that
this research has been a valuable contribution.
This toolbox offers replicability by presenting design principles, strategies, rules and tools for activating public (green) spaces through
flexible design. These form practice oriented guidelines for potential
implementation, which have been tested in a study area with adequate external validity.
The chosen site for this thesis proved to be a challenging neighborhood regarding participation and activation, but this can also be
regarded as a good crucible for such ideas. If this toolbox can be
successfully applied in these circumstances, applying it in a neighborhood that is excited for such activation should be much easier.
Therefor, the results presented in this thesis are replicable for other public green spaces in other (Dutch) cities that seek activation
through flexible design. However, site-specific design will always
be needed as local characteristics can differ per location. Considerations have to be made in regards to the social and spatial aspects
of the chosen design site as these can play a major role in regards to
the success of participation and activation of a site.

Conclusion

The objective of this thesis was to research how flexible spaces and
tactical urbanism strategies can activate public green spaces, in particular the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord. Through answering each of the research questions, theory was put into practice.
In the end, a toolbox for activating public green spaces has been
proposed which presents multiple tools and rules that are replicable
for other cases.
SRQ 1: What are known spatial interventions and strategies that
are inspired by flexible spaces and tactical urbanism?
The initial toolbox showcases an array of rules and tools for four different approaches regarding the activation of a public green space
through flexible design. The four approaches in this toolbox reflect
different aspects of requirements for flexible public green space design. The four approaches relate to themes such as safety, flexibility, public use and organization. The initial toolbox reflects known
spatial interventions that are inspired by flexible spaces and tactical
urbanism that were identified in literature and practical cases.
SRQ 2: Which present and potential groups represent the activators, users and administrators for the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord?
During interviews with experts of the municipality it was learned
that it is hard to identify the groups, because is a highly dynamic process.
Smaller actors change very rapidly. The actor analysis resulted in an
overview of 10 major (and permanent) actors. These 10 actors were
then identified as activators, users and administrators (Carr & Dionisio, 2017; Lydon & Garcia, 2015). Important user groups that were
identified are schoolchildren, dogwalkers, elderly and bike couriers
(which cause issues due to small paths).
SRQ 3: What are the conditions for these groups to participate in
the process of activation for the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord?
Through interviews it became clear that Reyeroord (and IJsselmonde
in general) is a difficult area for participation. This stems from a deep
rooted mistrust towards the government that is particular for IJsselmonde. Other city districts in Rotterdam seem to be much more
open for participation with the municipality. During the interviews
it was noted that the process of participation is one of high maintenance for IJsselmonde. The conditions for successful participation
in IJsselmonde are that of constant monitoring, active engagement
and coming prepared. That is to say with concrete plans and drawings, when hosting participation meetings. It also became apparent
that the average audience for such participation sessions mainly
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consists of young families and the elderly. How to expand this audience to appeal to a wider userbase, the working class and immigrant
population of IJsselmonde, is up for speculation and would require
further (social) research, which falls outside of the set scope of this
research.
DQ: Which spatial interventions and accompanying ‘rules of the
game’ can contribute towards the activation of the green wedge
Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord?
The refined toolbox is the design product of this thesis and provides
the tools and rules needed for activation for public green spaces
through flexible design. During this thesis, the toolbox has been refined and made replicable for other sites and landscape architects
that aim to activate through flexible design. Specifically for the activation of the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord, the toolbox
was used to create a masterplan that was inspired by the spatial
conditions of the site and the knowledge of the toolbox. Successful activation of the greenwedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord requires
smart use of current spatial elements such as the dead plinths and
improvements to the connectivity of the site. Another important element is a well established local actor network. Neighborhood networkers are required in order to interact with locals and take away
feelings of mistrust and promote co-creation. For the active plinths
to work there also needs to be a framework for cheap or subsidized
renting of the plinth spaces on a rotational basis.
MRQ: How can landscape architecture contribute towards the activation of the green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord through the
use of flexible spaces and tactical urbanism strategies and design
principles?
There is a range of possible ways landscape architecture can contribute towards the activation of a public green space. This thesis
decided to focus on flexible design being the main driver for this activation. Even though there seems to be a rise in popularity in theoretical research about flexible spaces, actual design cases have been
limited so far. Therefore this thesis set out to create a toolbox that
will enable landscape architects to have an easier time designing
flexible spaces in the future. By designing public green spaces with
the right combination of tools and rules most relevant for the site,
public green spaces can be activated through the means of flexible
design. In order to successfully achieve such activation it is important for landscape architects to do diligent research into the spatial
context and structure of the chosen site. By doing this it will become
clear which rules and tools will be applicable to the site. Furthermore, the inclusion of locals, be these users, activators or administrators is key in achieving a healthy social ecosystem for flexible
activation.
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The green wedge Hordijkerveld-Reyeroord proved to be a difficult
site in regards to participation due to deep rooted mistrust towards
the municipality. Nevertheless, if enough energy and resources are
allotted to the process of co-creation, this mistrust can slowly be
healed. The toolbox presented in this thesis should provide a guide
for landscape architects striving to achieve the goal of activation
through flexible design for public green spaces (figure 143).

Recommendations

Future research is needed across several domains that were addressed in this thesis. First, more intensive research is needed on
theories regarding flexible spaces and temporary urbanism and how
these reflect in practical design cases. The research conducted in
this thesis, though thorough, is only scratching the surface of this
topic and is limited by time and resources. More simulations are
needed in order to further refine and tune the toolbox for activating
public green spaces through flexible design.
Second, it is important to explore possible synergies with other domains such as climate resilience, retail functionality and other domains. These domains can include, but are not limited to: placemaking, biodiversity, sociology and ecology. The city should be a resilient
system.
Third, more studies and a larger sample size are needed to increase
the validity of the toolbox. The research of this thesis indicates the
potential and ways flexible design could possibly activate public
(green) spaces. However, it is difficult to strongly argue for the toolbox based on one study area, limited sample size and limited time
and resources.
Fourth, future research should include more and/or other instances, such as, but not limited to: municipalities, design and (urban)
geography experts, local stakeholders and locals. Each party has different ideas and concerns regarding the goal of achieving activation
though flexible design and can contribute to a more holistic debate.
Lastly, future research is needed in order to contribute to the wider
range of rules and tools, whilst increasing the overall validity of the
toolbox.
To conclude, this thesis aim to inspire everyone that works in a field
related to or is interested in the topics discussed within the scope
of this thesis. The research that was performed in this thesis acknowledge that there are limitations and difficulties regarding the
activation of public (green) spaces, especially through flexible design. However, as experienced throughout the research, the author
would like to acknowledge the enthusiasm that people expressed

regarding novel and innovative ways of activating public green spaces. This thesis aims to ignite the discussion and possible development of feasible and practical solutions for the activation of public
green spaces through the use of flexible design. The author believes
that, through collective effort, more research and collaborations,
flexible design can play an innovative role when it comes to the future activation of public spaces and help us cope with our constantly
and rapidly changing world.

Approach: Improve the feeling of safety

Approach: Facilitating public use: design and activity

Tool/Rule/
Consideration

Description
Tidy up overgrown green to
improve safety and visibility

Improve visibility from the
inside and outside of the
site.

Eyes on the park

Locals engage in the space
and provide passive social
safety

Boundary Condition/Comments

Tool/Rule/
Consideration

Description

Comment: Existing green elements are often appreciated by locals. Therefore it is important not to
completely remove such elements from the site.

Design for
unscheduled uses

Create places or activities
that can be used unprogrammed

Boundary Condition: The existing conditions of the
site do need to lend itself for such an increase of
visibility.

Include bordering
neighborhoods
into the site

Connect the site physically
and mentally to the wider
spatial context

Couple activities to the
main route

Boundary Condition: Locals have to be invested
and interested in the space in order for there to be
active engagement. Incentive locals to engage in
the space, give them a reason to be there. There
must be something to experience

Provide opportunities for
less mobile people to engage in the space

Provide additional light
sources in the public space

Facili�es for good
and bad weather
Provide shelter for rain and
sun

Boundary Condition: The main route through the
site should always be well lit and feel safe at all
times.

Permeability and
the right to
choose

Relate entrances to existing
regional connections

Comment: Shelter is important for daily use, unrelated to what kind of weather it is. It is important to
note that these shelters could lead to loiterers and
a feeling of unsafety. Communal buildings are also
capable of providing shelter during sunny and rainy
weather.

Include the choice of soft
and hard routes

Provide plenty points of
entry as well as choices of
routes

Organizing a flexible public space

Boundary Condition/Comments
Comment: By providing places or activities that
can be used unprogrammed gives locals a reason
to come to the site without a preplanned activity
in mind. This can lead to a sense of familiarity and
attachment.

Tool/Rule/
Consideration

Community
engagement

Comment: By actively including neighborhoods that
border on the site cohesion between the two can
be established. By having parts of the site extend
into the neighborhood you anchor the site into the
spatial context
Comment: By coupling activities to the main route
through the park ensures better accessibility and
logic to the overall structure of the site.

Boundary Condition: Have this not only reflect in
the routing, but also reflect it in the programming.
Couple this rule to the idea of well accessible entries
and short distances relative to user groups such as
elderly and less mobile users.
Comment: By relating entrances to existing regional
connections the sites becomes better established in
the wider surrounding spatial framework.

Boundary Condition: The main route should always
feel safe at all times.

Boundary Condition: Couple these points of entry
and routes to logical locations where the site connects to neighboring neighborhoods or infrastructure

Description

Boundary Condition/Comments

Have a neighborhood networker that interfaces with
locals

Comment: A neighborhood networker can be a
valuable asset in regards to bridging the gap between locals and the municipality. This should be a
person that is invested in the success of the neighborhood.

Take into account daily
needs/activities locals

Comment: It is important to account for daily users
of the site. If done correctly this generates place attachment for locals and a reason for them to engage
in the space.

Encourage local experimentation with funding

Experimental
nature, room for
failure

Keep in consideration that
experimental projects can
fail

Users, ac�vators
and administrators

Engage local actors in the
process

Minimalist regulatory framework

Reduce the amount of high
level bureaucracy involved
in the process of activation

Description
Provide seating elements
that can be used in a variety of ways.

Versa�lity

Reconﬁgurability

?
?

?
?

Figure 143.

?

Boundary Condition/Comments

Tool/Rule/
Consideration
Temporally
limited tenancies

Tool/Rule/
Consideration

Boundary Condition: Such seating elements should
also take bad and good weather into account. Do
these provide a form of shelter against the elements?

Include movable street
furniture.

Comment: This is very much detail level designing.
Movable furniture does provide a lot of self agency,
which can foster daily use. Furthermore movable
street-furniture should be robust (vandal-proof)

Include ‘chambers’ or
‘plots’ in the park structure
aimed to host different
activities during a year.

Boundary Condition: Involve already active locals
during the early stages of activating these plots.
This showcases potential, encourages later growth
and ensures a good start.

Take into consideration
that temporary projects
are subject to change over
time

Boundary Condition: In order for temporary projects to work there needs to be a good system that
keeps on stimulating active change within the project area. Preferably a group of locals maintain and

Public democra�c
life

Facilitating public use: design and activity

Segmenta�on of
certain
ac�vi�es

Legibility

Description

Boundary Condition/Comments

Create low borders separating certain activities

Comment: Not applicable to all cases. Is only relevant when there is not enough room in the public
space to reliably separate activities. The applied use
would be to create a multi functional space.

Couple activities relative to
vicinity on site

Boundary Condition: It is very important to analyze
the spatial context of the case area in order to glean
places of opportunity.

Include highly graphic design or eye-catchers

Boundary Condition: These graphic elements do
need to serve a purpose, do not include them only
to ‘fluff ’ a design. Couple such graphical elements to
highlight certain routes through the site or important ecological highlights. Use it to guide activation.

Boundary Condition: There should be a process that
can be started after the failure or success of a project in order to learn from it for future reference.

Boundary Condition: It is beneficial to have invested local actors to be the exemplar when starting
this process. Such an example can generate traction
much faster. A well established stakeholder network
is needed for this
Boundary Condition: This option becomes available
only after a well functioning framework is established
in order for this to work. Otherwise if left unchecked
this movement can quickly run out of steam.
A strong local networks is needed to support this.

Organizing a flexible public space
Description
Incentive temporary tenancy by providing a framework and subsidies

Approach: Facilitating flexibility in a public space
Tool/Rule/
Consideration

Boundary Condition: Conditions for this have to be
right. If there is no traction for this initiative, an analysis is needed why there is no interest, and how to
possibly generate it. This in order to save time and
resources.

Public
par�cipa�on and
involvement

Ensure private commercial
activity does not become
dominant

Assist in establishing a local
identity that inhabitants
can be proud of
Organize participation
events with locals

Boundary Condition/Comments
Boundary Condition: Before implementing temporary tenancy opportunities, an analysis should
be made of the current conditions of commercial
institutes in the area. If there is a lot of vacancy the
chances of success for temporary tenancy should
be reevaluated.
Boundary Condition: A close eye should be kept in
regards to the development of such activities in order to ensure the system is not being exploited.

Comment: Having locals be proud of their local identity can be a powerful thing. By having a strong place
attachment locals will be more invested in ensuring
their neighborhood remains successful.
Comment: Such events are needed to get input from
locals and gain their trust.

Final overview of the produced toolbox for activating public green spaces through flexible design.
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Transcript Interview with Ilona (Dutch)

Jaap: Natuurlijk, de eerste vraag, je bent projectleider of projectmanager van Reyeroord Plus. Maar zou je in jouw woorden kunnen
uitleggen wat nou Reyeroord Plus is? Want ik heb een heleboel dingen gelezen. Maar natuurlijk ook altijd interessant om te te horen
van een expert hoe het echt zit
Ilona: Nou ja, Reyeroord Plus is eigenlijk een beweging. Het is niet
echt een project. We hebben geen koppen en geen staart dus. Het is
een beweging binnen de Rotterdam. En het gaat over de toekomst
van de wijk en is gestart vanuit een hele fysieke gedachte. Namelijk de riolering moet worden vervangen en we gaan het warmtenet
aanleggen. En toen kwamen er een heleboel types die zeiden, ja,
dat kan niet zomaar daar dan. Die wijk is niet zomaar gekozen. Dat
heeft een reden. Het is een gemiddelde wijk. Heeft lang geen aandacht gehad. Maar als je zo’n grote vraag richting die wijk komt. Dan
zou je eerst aan heel veel andere dingen moeten werken. Zoals de
leefbaarheid et cetera.
En toen is het een hele integrale aanpak geworden waarin we
proberen anders te werken. Waarin we dat proberen met de wijk
samen te doen. Waar we de randjes opzoeken en daar waar het
schuurt gaat het glanzen, waarbij we experimenteren en heel veel
ruimte hebben. Om als ambtenaren te werken aan die wijk van de
toekomst.
Jaap: Maar wat is wat is jouw rol als project manager?
Ilona: Nee, ik ben geen project manager. Ik ben wijk netwerker. En
het komt wel neer op project management . Binnen Reyeroord Plus
als kernlid heb ik niet echt een andere rol als mijn officiële functie.
Binnen het kernteam zitten ook geen mensen die gesolliciteerd hebben op. Ik word lid van Kernteam Reyeroord Plus, je kan vrijwillig in
en uitstappen bij onze beweging. Dus werk jij in die wijk en denk jij
nou, ik heb wel wat mee en ik wil aanhaken want alles vind ik wel iets
van of daar wil ik iets mee. Ik ben natuurlijk echt een aanspreekpunt
voor de wijk en ik werk integraal dus eigenlijk. Op alle onderwerpen
heb ik wel een mening over Hoe verder nog verder kan of kan ik een
stukje verder helpen of meedenken en het is ook wel een werkwijze
die mij heel erg aanspreekt. En ik ben eigenlijk wel specifiek gaan
solliciteren bij IJsselmonde. Omdat ik Die Reyeroord Plus beweging
wilde werken en ik kom er zelf trouwens ook vandaan.
Ik ben geboren en getogen. En ik heb er ook nog netwerk zitten. En
ik denk dat het ook eigenlijk nu dat voor het eerst zo doen. Werken in
de wijk waar je vandaan komt, denkt dat het ook wel een voordeel is
voor ons, ambtenaren. Want er is een hoop wantrouwen richting de
overheid en je kan bijna ieder puntje in de wijze zoals dat gaat waar

je geboren bent. Kan je wel een persoonlijk verhaal aanhangen want
zo van hier heb ik ook op school gezeten. En dan zie je vaak letterlijk
de blikken en houdingen veranderen van bewoners. En heb je deze
ingang, zeg maar heus een klein, klein stukje vertrouwen. Dat snap
toch een beetje nou, dat is een van ons
Jaap: Daar had ik het in het ook met Daan over, dat wantrouwen zit
er toch wel in bij Reyeroord en we hadden het ook over dat de participatie of inderdaad de samenwerking toch wel vrij stroef lijkt te
gaan in Reyeroord zelf. Hoe ervaar jij dat? Als de insider. Jij komt er
dan vandaan, misschien hebben wel mensen een heel andere houding tegenover jou.
Ilona: Nee het is echt een lastige wijk voor participatie. En dat komt
gewoon, en dat vind ik een van de belangrijkste lessons learned.
Wij hebben gewoon te lang geen aandacht aan zo’n wijk gegeven
waardoor het op zich wel goed ging. Bedoel mensen hadden daar
niet echt last van. Maar als je ineens wel massaal aanwezig bent die
mensen weten niet wat ze overkomt.
Het is eigenlijk te veel. Ze zijn helemaal niet meer dat standje gewend om inderdaad in samenwerking met de gemeente dingen te
doen. Of, sterker nog, zelf dingen op te pakken. Of dat gaat heel
mondjesmaat in deze wijk en het moet heel erg van wat is in it for
me? Zegmaar zomaar een vrijwilliger die zomaar even iets voor de
jeugd gaat doen? Dat gaat er niet in. Dat zie natuurlijk Rotterdam
breed wel gebeuren wat er dan breed wel gebeuren. Dus we zijn
vrij uniek daarin. Waarom lukt het op de een of andere manier niet.
Maar dat heeft volgens mij echt maken met een stukje geschiedenis
dat we gewoon veel te lang niet zichtbaar aanwezig zijn geweest in
die wijk en dan. dat geldt eigenlijk ook voor politie en toezicht en
handhaving. En natuurlijk hebben we de vuilnisbakken geleegd dat
je dan maar dat was echt minimaal. Maar echt qua participatie en
activiteiten organiseren met elkaar. Dat hebben we gewoon te lang
niet gedaan.
En dat wil je dat, zo’n wijk, dat is dat helemaal niet gewend. Beverwaard ligt ernaast. Lombardije ook. En daar is enorm veel participatie. Wel veel wantrouwen. Wel dat mensen zelf de regie pakken
en dingen organiseren. En hier gebeurt dat heel moeilijk. En nou ja,
als het eenmaal gebeurt, dan gaat het echt met horten en stoten.
Heeft heel veel begeleiding nog nodig, van ons. Want daar hebben
we ook wel een beetje vergissen. Dacht op een gegeven moment als
er dan iets hebben. dan zeggen we nou hier ga maar het doen. En
dan zal ons een beetje gechargeerd. maar dan kunnen wij achterover zitten. Maar dat werkt absoluut niet in deze wijk.
Je moet echt structureel, in de beginfase. Maar praat ik wel over een
jaar of twee jaar. dat noem ik een beginfase. Zou je erbij moeten zijn
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om het te begeleiden en te faciliteren en te ondersteunen. En dat is
mijn mening, niet iedereen denkt daar hetzelfde over.
Jaap: Ja, Maar dat is wel een goede goed inzicht. En natuurlijk ook
voor mijn mij onderzoek. Ja, ik heb het idee dat ik niet het optimale
gebied heb gekozen ervoor. Maar goed ik ben niet degene die de
oplossing voor Reyeroord gaat bedenken. Wat ik eigenlijk probeer
doen met mijn onderzoek is ik heb bepaalde theorieën die ik wil
gaan testen.
En dan is het toevallig Reyeroord mijn testgebied. En eigenlijk wat
ik ga onderzoeken is een toolbox die moet worden kunnen gebruikt.
Ook op andere gebieden. Dus het zou een soort universele toolbox
moeten zijn. Het wordt inderdaad wat je zegt van het dat allemaal
vrij stroef is. En hij hoort. Dat is goed om mee te nemen. Want natuurlijk dat daar moet je ook rekening houden als je met dit soort
dingen bezig bent.
Ilona:. Ja, dat en een beetje kijken. En we zijn natuurlijk erg gecharmeerd van de term zelfredzaamheid. Eigenlijk heel lang geleden is
dat begonnen bij Willem-Alexander we gingen naar een participatie
maatschappij en moesten we allemaal meer zelfredzaam zijn en
daar komen we een heel eind me in Nederland, maar niet in Rotterdam-zuid. Daar moeten we echt realiseren dat we daar ander beleid
voor nodig hebben Andere instrumenten. Een ander niveau van zelfredzaamheid kun je daarop wel bewerkstellen maar lang niet Dat
niveau waarvan wij denken van zo zou het moeten dat kunnen ze
gewoon bij ons niet in de wijk
Jaap: Ja, ik heb dat ook in mijn onderzoek, op bepaald moment
komt daar een research langs en die beschrijft een hele manier van
werken met zon wijk en daar beschrijft hij drie groepen in. Dat zijn
users en de gebruikers, activators zijn degenen die de dingen organiseren die de buurt gaan trekken voor activatie en heb je de administrators en dat zijn er een beetje de op de achtergrond die wel een
beetje monitoren en in de gaten houden. Ja, dat herken je dat ook
wel een beetje binnen Reyeroord?
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Daar zitten ze echt. Corona is ondertussen vervangen door die
chemtrails. We zijn er nog niet met corona. Ja. Dus weet je Nee, ik
heb niet de illusie dat in de aankomende jaren wantrouwen richting
de overheid gaat verminderen. Maar ik heb wel het idee dat als wij.
onze positieve houding blijft behouden.
En de structurele aanwezigheid. Ja. Ja. Dat in ieder geval met ons
wel een soort band gecreëerd van worden. Maar die is wel heel
fragiel. want of het nou Rutte is die wat zegt of ik Wij zijn allemaal
de overheid
Jaap: Op de website van Reyeroord Plus zeggen ze dat jullie ze buiten de officiële organisatiestructuur vallen. Ja. keer dan met je toelichten. .
Ilona: Ja, ten zijn eerste. Iedereen die meewerkt aan de beweging is
vrijwillig. Er zijn geen functies binnen Reyeroord Plus Waar je op kan
solliciteren. dus dat is al iets aparts. twee, We hebben de hele wijk
aangestipt als experiment wijk. Dus daarbij alles vaak toch wel smart
moet zijn. Of moet toeleiden tot naar mogen wij hier dingen gaan
testen nou, dat is iets wat is iets wat totaal buiten de organisatie
structuur valt en dat vinden heel veel mensen ook heel vervelend
dat we daar in hun ogen maar wat aankloten en soms gaan we nog
een stapje verder dus dat wij dan, zeg maar. Wij hebben dit gedaan.
En dit past niet binnen de bestaande organisatie. Dus gaan jullie het
proces maar aanpassen, zodat het wel mogelijk is maar dan hebben
we helemaal oorlog. Dus dat is dat. Dat is het voor mij.
Jaap: Reyeroord Plus is experimenteel, gericht op co-creatie. heb je
een aantal concrete voorbeelden. Geslaagd of gefaald. Altijd natuurlijk interessant. En dan hebben we dame waarom iets succesvol is
of juist niet.

Jaap: want jij denkt dat dat in de toekomst dat wantrouwen misschien wel een beetje kan wegkomen?.

Ilona: Heel klein voorbeeldje waar ik echt mee geëxperimenteerd
heb bij de Dalenoord daar had men parkeervakken met alleen verticale belijning dus parralel aan de weg . Waardoor je dus je dus
vakken creëert. en er was enorme parkeerdruk dat is overal Rotterdam , ik vond het nog wel meevallen. en zij vroegen aan mij kunnen
we gewoon de belijning aanleggen zoals het hoort aanleggen zodat
toch de hoop dat ze per straat je misschien een of twee auto’s extra
konden parkeren.

Ilona: Nee, daar is meer dan gewoon een heleboel factoren in.
Nee. Waar ik totaal geen invloed hebben. Dus ik heb totaal ook niet
de illusie dat wat ik zelf doe in de wijk of al zou iedereen dezelfde

En dat bleek ook wel als inderdaad iedereen zich aan de maat van
het vak zouden houden.. want mensen gaan heel raar parkeren
als je geen gebakend iets hebt zo. Nou, dat heb ik eerst via onze

Ilona: . Ja, zeker. Alleen dan zijn die het de administrators zoals jij die
bedoeld de actieve rol en dat willen we ook wel, zo zou wel willen.
Maar we merken gewoon dat het al niet lukt . dus die rol deze is
groter en en dat duurt langer dan je eigenlijk zou willen. Maar als je
het wel doet ga je wel toewerken naar iets heel moois
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methodiek die ik heb in mijn wijk. En dan nog ga ik het niet voor
elkaar krijgen. Want dan nog we hebben woningtekort, we hebben
de corona maatregelen de complottheorie nemen een enorme hype
zeker in mijn wijk.

bestaande proces in het verkeersoverleg gebracht. Daarvan werd
op gezegd gaan we niet doen. Want de hele wijk wordt opengebroken in verband met de riolering dus wij gaan niet zo’n kostbare ingreep laten plaatsvinden. Als binnen vijf jaar wordt opengebroken
. En toen zei iemand binnen het kernteam, jongens geef ons toch
gewoon sjablonen. Laten we het zelf doen. Hebben echt wel heftige discussies over gehad binnen de organisatie eigenlijk met het
overal tegengehouden tot de gemeentesecretaris zei jullie gaan dat
gewoon doen we hebben eigenlijk letterlijk inderdaad een sjabloon
gegeven aan bewoners en verf wat dan twee jaar zitten en ook Mandela tekeningen voor kinderen dus. Zowel de ouders moesten binnen de lijntjes kleuren als de kinderen.
Voor mij was dat een heel succesvol experiment. omdat het gewoon
heel klein afgebakend was en wat heel veel resultaat heeft opgeleverd. Want inmiddels is de hele straat dus nu geactiveerd en heb
ik een mini netwerk waar ik terecht kan voor vragen. En ze dienen
wat bewonersinitiatieven in. ze hebben ondertussen een stukje
zelfbeheer ingenomen. Dus is zegmaar wat je tot stand brengt. Als
je eigenlijk op een hele kleine vraag ingaat en. nogmaals zo’n verkeersoverleg kan zeggen daar zien wij het nut niet van in maar die
bewoners zijn er zo blij mee, die willen niet meer jaar wachten op
een op een belijning . Dus voor mij is dat wel een heel succesvol
experiment geweest. Daarnaast hebben we een ander experiment
en die noem ik dan even de Heemtuin dus we hebben twee parken
in Reyeroord, eentje is het Hart van Reyeroord hoort daar is de waterberging en Natuurlijk bij Elkaar zit daarbij. Het tweede grote park
daar zit onder andere oeverloos en de magische speeltuin en dan de
heemtuin dat is eigenlijk het eerste participatie wat we gestart zijn
in Reyeroord.
Dat is 2018 begonnen en nogmaals, we waren heel lang niet aanwezig. Ik volgde niemand op die zei goh daar zitten de netwerken
en daar kun je aansluiten dus. Dus het was erg van waar denken wij
zelf?
We moeten beginnen. En daar in dat park. En we hebben wel een
aantal punten hebben we toen gedurende een heel jaar dromen en
wensen opgehaald en heel veel kon dat vertaald worden in het park.
En in dat park stonden ook nog eens een keer een heleboel koopwoningen van duurdere segment. dus in ons onze logisch denken.
En was het zo van ook een Dit is wat ze willen, dat willen ze in dat
park. Daar zit ook veel kopers . Ik wist dat er bijvoorbeeld een directrice van een basisschool woonde dus ik. Ik had best wel was verwachtingen van die groep. En in de eerste gesprek kwamen ze ook
ze wilden echt wat. Dan zie je wel gelijk iets van vijftien twintig man.
Zo’n eerste bijeenkomst was voor ons heel hoopvol voor een goed
teken. en ik kan het verhaal heel lang maken maar dat ga ik niet

doen Ga ik niet doen. Maar uiteindelijk komt het er toch op neer dat
het daar niet gelukt is. Maar kwamen niet af van het standje u vraagt
wij draaien wij draaien.
Toen wij in de tweede metingen heel blanco kwamen met een tekening van het gebied met de vraag wat willen jullie? En die groep
sloeg helemaal slot. En die een gaf ons ook terug van hier kunnen
wij niks mee . dit is te open. we willen gewoon een wipkip of een
schommel. En dan kunnen zeggen Nou, doe maar a of b . Dus voor
ons wij dachten oh we gaan co creëren maar toen moesten we helemaal terug naar de start en dat was wel een klap en we hebben ook
nog wel gedacht van misschien moeten ze wennen. maar we zijn
eigenlijk nooit meer afgekomen bij dat standje van hun u vraagt wij
draaien. Dus wij hebben wel al hun wensen vertaald in het park . En
nu komt er zelfs kritiek van. ‘Ja, maar dat vinden wij niet mooi, willen
wij niet’.
En dat is wel bijzonder want dit is Dus eigenlijk wat jullie hebben
aangegeven en nu gebeurt het in de praktijk en dan wordt er nu
gezegd dit is niet wat we willen. Het is gewoon heel lastig,
Jaap: Vermoeiend
Ilona: Beetje wel ja, Ook omdat we er gewoon zo zwaar hebben
ingezet onze verwachtingen waren hoog. En ja, het is gewoon niet
gelukt tot op vandaag.
Jaap: Ja. Ik heb vaak het idee dat als je het aan komt zetten met. hier
is een blaco kaart , ga los. Dat bewoners zoiets hebben van. Ik weet
niet wat ik moet doen en als je al van te voren concrete voorbeelden
komt. Er kunnen zo veel sneller zeggen van dit spreekt mij aan.
Ilona: Ja. Ja. Ja, dat is inderdaad een van de lessen die eruit is gehaald. en dit hebben we in andere projecten heel anders aangevlogen. dit keer met beeldmateriaal gewerkt.. En dan konden ze kiezen
natuurlijke oever of juist strakke oever alleen dan de dan nog dan
maak je maak je die keuzemogelijkheden wat logischer voor hun.
Maar dan nog moet je komen tot stukje co creatie. Ja. En dus ook
heel leuk dat jij die wipkip krijgt maar ga je dat zelf maken? En dan?
En dan nog lukt het heel moeilijk in deze wijk
Jaap: Hoe geïnvesteerd is de buurt in Reyeroord Plus en of er veel
animo is voor het programma? Wat zijn de belangrijkste groepen en
actoren in het publiek?
Ilona: Nou, kijk de mensen die aanhaken ja, want ik heb bijvoorbeeld een bewoners email bestand en die is nu rond vierhonderd
vijftig unieke e-mailadressen en krijgt nooit een afmelding van wat
zijn jullie aan het doen. Positieve reacties. Mensen die reageren op
oproepen. Dus als ze eenmaal zijn aangehaakt ze wel heel erg positief en zeggen ze ook echt dit is zo anders dan dat we gewend zijn

en wat fijn.
Ze vinden het wel heel goed, zijn gewoon blij dat eindelijk wel aandacht voor de wijk is. Het is gewoon lastig daar echt iets goeds over
te zeggen. Want wat ons enorm heeft tegengewerkt is corona. . Toen
waren we eigenlijk alleen maar bezig met de handhaving rondom
Corona en de ruzies rondom. Bijvoorbeeld nu zijn die maatregelen
weer opgeven. Nu merk ik toch wel dat er ineens vanuit nieuwe bewoners die nog nooit eerder iets hadden ingediend. Qua initiatief
beginnen nu ineens te lopen. En dan denk jij Dat is toch het resultaat
van de investering van de afgelopen jaren.
Jaap: Herken jij een beetje groepen binnen de wijk of? Ja, een beetje groter actoren.
Ilona: Ik heb geen middelpunt van de wijk met een winkelcentrum,
ik heb twee niet lopende winkelplints, ik heb ook niet veel middelbare scholen. Dat wat ik heb is wijk overstijgend. Maar ik heb wel
drie basisscholen, en eentje daarvan die kunnen we niet aan laten
aanhaken maar die andere twee, dat zijn dan grote actoren in de
wijk. Dus wat vind ik wel een grote actoren in de wijk? Dan heb ik
gewoon, ik heb een niet-functionerende speeltuin. Ja, dat is ook al
jaren zo. Dus dat kan ik geen actor noemen, dat is die speeltuin tussen twee basisscholen.

eigenlijk naartoe was. dat is eigenlijk wel een mooi bruggetje, net
zoals mijn lijstje dynamisch is zijn de gebruikers ook dynamisch. Het
zou heel mooi zijn als je iets kon ontwikkelen dat gewoon. Ja, ook
flexibel. dat je op het ene moment op die manier kan gebruiken en
dan dat moment op die manier. Dat geeft alleen maar meerwaarde.
Jaap: Inderdaad iets wat kan veranderen over de tijd. Als inderdaad
iets niet werkt kunnen zeggen ok we hebben het geprobeerd dit
heeft niet gewerkt. Tijd voor het volgende.
Ilona: Ik zie wel ook een paar hele concrete plekjes waar je dat ze
uit zou kunnen proberen dus bijvoorbeeld bij de Natuulijk bij Elkaar
zou heel leuk zijn om daar iets te testen. Maar ook bij de skatebaan.
Ja. En wat gewoon een groot plein is. Waar . Leuk voor de jongeren.
Maar dat je is gewoon niks wat ze goed kunnen gebruiken. Behoeften van de jongeren verandert ook vrij snel heden was het skaten in
nu is het wat meer de focus op basketbal.
Jaap: Oké top, dan wil ik hierbij het interview afronden. Hartelijk
dank voor je tijd en je inzicht en ik hou je op de hoogte van ontwikkelingen.
Ilona: Geen probleem, en veel succes met je onderzoek!

Nou ja, dan heb ik natuurlijk allerlei partners in de wijk bij mij. En die
wel degelijk actoren. zijn en die wel degelijk programmering draaien
ja, het is echt op verschillende thema’s; een doet wat met jeugd de
andere doet wat met dat. Ja, dan hebben we Oeverloos wat natuurlijk een soort punt is in het park maar daarbij waar wel allerlei
gebruikers komen . Dat is echt wel een groep binnen de wijk.
Jaap: Heb jij daar ook een concreet overzicht van toevallig?
Ilona: Nee, Nee, nee, nee, dat zit allemaal een beetje in mijn hoofd.
en dat wisselt ook heel erg dit is wel heel vaak aan me gevraagd van.
kan je vast leggen. Dat is niet te doen. Ik heb ook geen zin om zo’n
lijstje bij te gaan houden want het is zo dynamisch het verandert zo
snel. Dan zou ik om de twee weken moeten verversen
Jaap: Wat ik waarschijnlijk dan gaat doen. Als ik dit de gesprekken
transcriberen. Dan maak ik zelf een lijst en stuur ik die door.
Ilona: Waarschijnlijk binnen een maand is het weer anders.
Jaap: Voor nu de beeldvorming is het voldoende.
Jaap: Denk je dat flexibel ontwerp en daarbij de activatie van de wijk
potentie heeft voor de grote groenscheg in Reyeroord.
Ilona: Mijn antwoord daarop is ja. Sterker nog daar moet je ook
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Transcript Interview With Daan (Dutch)

Jaap: Zou jij van jouw woorden kunnen uitleggen wat jouw rol is als
projectmanager bij reyeroord+
Daan: Als projectmanager ga ik van zuid naar voornamelijk naar een
noord-. qua projecten. Dus van Reyeroord ben ik ook langzaamaan
afscheid aan het nemen ik heb er nu nog een aantal kleinere projecten lopen. Ja en nee, van de kleinere projecten ben Ik projectmanager dus dat gaat om de aanleg van voetpad En dat stukje natuur
waar we het net over hadden. Het is vooral de nazorg om te zorgen.
Dat ze dat beheer en onderhoud met de bewoners goed opgetakeld
wordt. En nog een project met een slimme regenton. En nog een
ontwikkelaar daarvan, Bas Sala na die ook met andere projecten in
Reyeroord bezig is.
Dus daar heb ik ook nog een project meelopen . En als die klaar zijn,
dan heb ik geen nieuwe projecten op de planning staan. In Reyeroord maar als er dan weer iets op popt, dan zou ik wel mijn hand
opsteken natuurlijk. En als project manager ben ik verantwoordelijk
voor de alles wat er binnen dat project gebeurd tussen planning,
budget en kwaliteit. En communicatie
Jaap: Daar zit ook je dus ook veel met bewoners in contact?
Daan: Ja. Met de wat grotere projecten doen project managers dat
vaak op de achtergrond met een omgeving manager regelen. En een
communicatieadviseur, maar in die kleinere projectjes ben ik vaak
zelf daar dichtbij betrokken. Ja.
Jaap: En zou je zeggen dat er ook wat grotere groepen binnen de
bewoners vallen, grote actoren. Of zijn het echt gewoon individuen
waarmee je vooral mee bezig bent?
Daan: Bedoel je dat de bewoners gegroepeerd communiceren, zeg
maar?
Jaap: Bijvoorbeeld, zijn er wat grotere groepen van bewoners? Of is
het vooral op individuele basis dat je met die mensen spreekt?
Daan: Nee ik merk in deze wijk wel dat het heel erg individueel is.
Jaap: Dat is interessant. Maar ook voor mijn actoren analyze.
Daan: Zeker omdat ik nu in Nelisberg Schiebroek rond loop en die
projecten daar ga overnemen. Merk ik dat hier wel veel meer ver-
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bonden zijn met elkaar. Dus dat ze met elkaar communiceren. En dat
er een bewoner alle vragen van de buurt verzameld en dat als contactpersoon naar de gemeente fungeert, en in Reyeroord zijn het
allemaal wat meer losse flodders
Jaap: Ik had we online gezien dat Reyeroord+ valt buiten de organisatie structuren. . Maar klopt dat of is dat meer een beetje een
verkooppraatje
Daan: nee, daar ga ik ook gewoon mijn mening over geven. Ja, het
is een beetje een verkooppraatje. En wat we binnen het Reyeroord
het kernteam ook vaak zeggen is dat alles wat we binnen Reyeroord
doen ook door heel de stad kan. Maar je moet wel de tijd voor hebben om dat allemaal te regelen. Dus die extra stap kunnen zetten.
Om dat initiatief van de bewoner goed weg te zetten in de organisatie en dat soort dingen. Kijk in Reyeroord die grote projecten die
we daar doen. Die zijn gewoon omdat er onderhoud nodig is aan
het riool. En dat we dan de rest automatisch meepakken. Dus dat is
in heel de stad zo. Alleen proberen we daar met wat extra uren en
inzet. En net even wat anders denken dan de gemiddelde collega’s,
dat helpt wel. Dat je daar net als wat we extra’s van kan maken.
Maar echt buiten de officiële organisatiestructuren. Ja. De managers
en de directeuren die je die vinden het goed wat we daar doen. Dus
daar hebben we goede borging in.
Jaap: En hoe geïnvesteerd is de buurt in de activiteit van Reyeroord+? Is er een beetje animo voor wat jullie willen doen of niet echt.
Hoe willing zijn mensen om mee te doen?
Daan: Dat valt mij altijd wel een beetje tegen. Ja, tegen. Ik wil niet
zeggen het tegenvalt maar en ik zou het leuk vinden als bewoners
wat meer staan te trappelen om mee te doen met de projecten.
Dus wat ik met dat stukje natuur bijvoorbeeld tijdens de aanplantdag waren de echte meer dan tien bewoners die gewoon urenlang
hebben meegeholpen met het land van plantjes enzo. Dan het vervolg te beheren, daar reageert zich een stuk minder mee. Ja. En dat
zien we ook een beetje Oeverloos bijvoorbeeld. Dus die die tuin die
in die groenstrook zit. Waar jij volgens mij onderzoek overdoet. En
dat is ook echt wel een tijd lang geduurd voordat er een netwerk is
ontstaan van bewoners die ook met elkaar en de plannen maken. En
goed contact hebben en het eens zijn over het gene waar voor die
plek gebruikt moet worden.
Jaap: Ja, want ik heb inderdaad langsc gelopen. En toen zag ik dat
wel gewoon dat actief gebruikt werd ja. Maar dat heeft inderdaad
wel dus effe geduurd voordat het van de grond kwam

Daan: Dan is echt de tijd nodig. Om die bewoners dat eigenaarschap
te geven daar. En ook het vertrouwen te geven dat wij als gemeente
en daar ook met de beste bedoelingen zijn. Ja, en dat we. Ja, dat
zeg ik omdat eerst kregen we best vaak te horen van ‘jullie komen
hier eventjes een half jaartje jullie ding doen. En geven jullie er geen
aandacht meer aan.’. En met dat idee zou ik ook niet de instappen in
zoiets. Maar nu zien ze dat we daar al een paar jaar rond hobbelen
en dat we daar nog steeds wat doen met de input die zij leveren.
En dan gaan ze wel anders erinstaan. Maar dat is dan wel weer op
lokaal niveau in de buurt. Het is niet zo dat het vertrouwen in de
hele wijken.
Jaap: Wat bedoel je dan in de buurt?
Daan: Nouja op dat lokaal projecten gericht. En dat die bewoners
steeds meer een willing zijn om met ons mee te doen. En bewoners
die bijvoorbeeld niet zo betrokken zijn bij een project. Nee, die spreken wij dus ook niet zoveel. Dus daar beginnen we dan uiteindelijk
weer vanaf het begin al snel.
Jaap: Maar zou dan zeggen dat de buurt gewoon direct grenst aan
de groenscheg of er echt binnen een paar meter van Oeverloos. Dat
probeer ik het te snappen hoe je dat bedoelt met wijk en buurt.
Daan: Ja. Goeie vraag Wijk en buurt gebruik ik door elkaar heen,
dus hecht daar niet veel waarde aan. Nee, er zijn ook mensen die
Oeverloos is dat stukje in de groen scherm gebruiken die aan de
andere kant van de wijk wonen. Ja dus het moet maar net bekende
zijn met het project die het leuk vinden om met elkaar betrokken
worden. Het is niet zo dat iedereen die in een straal van honderd
meter woont betrokken is.
Jaap: Maar zou zeggen dat oeverloos wel een van de meer geslaagde projecten is? Binnen het programma van Reyeroord+
Daan: Wat vind je geslaagd?
Jaap: Dat het daadwerkelijk ook nu wordt gebruikt. En dat het niet
binnen redelijke tijd is verdwenen.
Daan: ja, ja, wat dat betreft is je goed geslaagd en er is dus nog
steeds wel de inzet nodig om het ook te laten slagen vanuit een
wijktuinvrouw die daar rondloopt en vanuit het kernteam met verschillende rollen die daarin zitten. Vooral de wijk manager, de wijknetwerker die daar echt wel brandjes moeten blussen. Verschillende groepen bewoners die het niet altijd met elkaar eens zijn. Dat er

weer een akkefietje ontstaat. En dat wij daar dan als een meester
Frank Visser hangen op moeten lossen, zeg maar. Dus als je het hebt
over inzet van de collega’s van mij. Tegenover alles wat we daaruit
halen, dan vind ik daar nog wel wat van. En wat als je die uren omzet
naar kosten dan? En kost het best wel veel? Omdat plekje te onderhouden, zegmaar. En betrokkenheid van uit de buurt.
Jaap: Ja. je zou eigenlijk het liefst hebben dat de vanuit de gemeente
daar minder hands-on hoeft te zijn, neem ik aan dat het echt wordt
opgepakt. Buiten de twee voorbeelden die we al hadden genoemd.
En zijn nog een aantal concrete voorbeelden van co creatie projecten. We binnen het gebied die gefaald zijn of juist succesvol zijn geweest, en dan eigenlijk ook vooral waarom ze zijn gefaald of een
succes zijn geweest.
Daan: En co creatie. Wat we wat jouw definitie van co creatie doen.
Jaap: Nou, denk bijvoorbeeld aan Natuurlijk bij elkaar
Daan: Ja. Die hebben we met een initiatiefnemer opgezet. Dat was
een iemand die daar een pandje huurt, of. Nee. Ja. Heb je allemaal
even naar een niet meer verhuurd, zeg maar. Dus die woont daar
niet terecht en. Verder zijn we wel langs de deuren geweest bij bewoners, maar vonden ze het vooral heel leuk ideeën, zeiden ze. Ga
maar lekker doen.
We hebben er wel vertrouwen in dat jullie er wat leuks maakt.
Een ontwerp nog een keer langs gebracht. Daar ook geen input op
gekregen. En weer het zelfde verhaal prima. Ziet er leuk uit. leuker
dan een grasveldje. Dus echt een co creatie dat we samen hebben
ontworpen daar. Zo was het niet echt en maar wel actief betrokken
in het hele proces rondom het project tussen co creatie zou ik het
niet perse noemen welke. een co creatie vind ik dan eerder het Hart
van Reyeroord waar bewoners wel echt wat meer input hebben geleverd. Om uiteindelijk de randvoorwaarden te scheppen voor het
ontwerp. Met die werkgroepen die we hebben gedaan. Bijvoorbeeld
daar hebben ze echt zegt met die werkgroepen randvoorwaarden
meegegeven. Die we naast het programma van eisen hebben gelegd. En die we nu ook echt goed zien terugkomen in het ontwerp
wat Jelmer heeft gemaakt.

hadden gehoopt. Waren. Vooral wat er nou opgeleide mensen, de
jonge gezinnen. Of het wat oudere senioren en typerend eigenlijk
voor de meeste projecten waarin dat zijn gewoon de doelgroepen
die we het meeste terug zien komen. We hebben voor bijvoorbeeld
geen arbeidsmigranten gezien.
Jaap: Waar zou het aan liggen?
Daan: Ja, dat speculeren. Maar dat we zou kunnen zijn omdat die
die opgeleide mensen en senioren tijd ervoor hebben of er voor
kunnen maken. Om zich hiermee te bemoeien, om het dat ze natuurlijk snappen wat we communiceren. En dat de andere doelgroepen of mijn doelgroep. Het zijn allemaal bewoners natuurlijk. Dus
doelgroepen ik het niet noemen. Maar andere mensen gewoon de
tijd nodig hebben om brood op de plank te krijgen. En denken Het
zal een worst wezen.
Jaap: Ja, ik heb een beetje idee dat de vanuit de bewoners is dan wel
een beetje stroef van de grond komt
Daan: ja, Ja, klopt. En dat is wel echt anders dan hier. Hillegersberg
en Schiebroek bijvoorbeeld. Dat vind ik wel leuk.
Jaap: Oke, dan wil ik je bedanken voor dit interview en je heldere
antwoorden.
Daan: Geen probleem! En success verder met je onderzoek.

Jaap: Ja. Zijn de bewoners van dat gebied wel wat meer involved
Daan: Daar hebben we echt wel moeten trekken ook. Maar ook lang
niet zoveel als dat ik in eerste instantie had gedacht. Ja. En ook eh.
Het type mens wat er op af komt. Was het niet zo divers als dat er
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Changes Made To The Preliminary Toolbox
Approach: Improve the feeling of safety
•
•
•
•

‘Improve visibility from outside’ and ‘Improve visibility from
outside’ have been combined into one rule.
‘Improve visibility from inside and outside of the site’ has
been changed from a rule to a consideration as this is not
always possible depending on the site.
‘Locals engage in the space and provide passive social safety’
has been changed from a rule to a consideration as this is
cannot be conditional if locals are not willing to engage.
Added boundary conditions and comments for each rule,
tool and consideration.

•
•

•
•
•

Approach: Facilitating flexibility in a public space
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

‘Provide seating elements that can be used in a variety of
ways’ has been brought back to 1 icon for readability.
‘Include ‘chambers’ in park structure for various activities’
(rule) and ‘Create plots on the site aimed host different activities over the year’ (tool) has been combined into one tool
‘Include ‘chambers’ or ‘plots’ in the park structure aimed to
host different activities during a year’.
‘Include movable street furniture’ has been change from a
rule to a tool as this is a physical intervention and not conditional.
‘Take into consideration that temporary projects are subject
to change over time’ changed from rule to consideration due
to consideration being in the description.
‘Fixed elements counterbalanced by popup elements’ has
been removed completely as it did not add anything to the
toolbox
‘Fixed and flexible elements’ design principle completely removed as it is covered by ‘versatility’ and ‘reconfigurability’.
Added boundary conditions and comments for each rule,
tool and consideration.

Approach: Facilitating public use: design and activity
•
•
•
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Removed ‘Consider temporary boundaries during events’
(tool) as this is assumed to already happen during events
and therefore is not needed in this toolbox.
Added new rule ‘Couple activities to the main route’. This
new rule came forth from workshops and adds to the critical
mass of the site.
‘Design for unscheduled uses’ (design principle) has been

•
•
•
•

changed into ‘Design for unprogrammed uses’ because ‘unprogrammed’ reflects the intention better than ‘unscheduled’.
Added new rule ‘Create places or activities that can be used
unprogrammed’, previously not included in the toolbox
Added new consideration ‘Connect the site physically and
mentally to the wider spatial context’. This new consideration came forth from the workshops and concept designs
and deals with anchoring the site in the wider spatial context.
Changed ‘couple activities relative to locations on the site’ to
‘couple activities relative to vicinity on site’.
Changed ‘Include soft and ‘hard’ routes’ to ‘Include the choice
of ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ routes’
Moved ‘provide opportunities for less mobile people to engage in the space’ and ‘Include the choice of ‘soft’ and ‘hard’
routes’ from loose elements to structure.
‘Recognizability’ (design principle) has been changed into
‘Legibility’
‘Include highly graphic and visible design’ has been changed
into ‘Include highly graphic design or eye-catchers’
‘Mark some routes with graphics, guiding certain activation’ has been rolled into ‘Include highly graphic design or
eye-catchers’
Added boundary conditions and comments for each rule,
tool and consideration.

Approach: Organizing a flexible public space
•

•
•

•

Combined ‘Have a neighborhood networker’ and ‘Engage with
locals’ into ‘Have a neighborhood networker that interfaces with
locals’ and made it a consideration

‘Keep in consideration that experimental projects can fail’
changed to consideration
Combined ‘provide a framework for temporally limited tenancy opportunities’ and ‘subsidize local temporary tenancy
opportunities’ into ‘Incentive temporary tenancy by providing a framework and subsidies’. Changed into consideration.
‘Establish a local identity that inhabitants can be proud of’
changed to consideration

